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1.

Thesis of obscure borrowing. Sometimes in a language
there existed a word that then somehow passed
into another language, which abandoned it but
passed it on to a local dialect; for this reason, we
may find in an Alpine locality a word used today in
the Slavic area. This thesis, however, does not explain why words must reflect the nature of things,
nor does it say that they do reflect it.

2.

Thesis of autonomous invention. Sometimes a word
is invented by analogy with a foreign term, sometimes by metaphor. Then each language invents its
own terms and does so following quite different
criteria.  

3.

Thesis of original iconism. A language does not invent
words; it finds them already made, in accord with
nature. (No proofs follow.)

4.

Thesis of evident and multiple borrowing. One language borrows words from different languages, for
the widest variety of reasons.  
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Flyleaf:
Joseph de Maistre (18th century French linguist), as read by Umberto Eco;
Serendipities: Language and Lunacy (New York: Columbia University Press, 1998).
Image:
“Standing on a mountain of already donated volumes,
an amicable barker calls for still more books from passers-by . . .”  
This Fabulous Century, vol. II: 1910–1920 (New York: Time-Life Books, 1969)
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Editor’s Note
“. . . In a very curious sense we travel knowing in advance what we are
on the verge of discovering, because past reading has told us what we are
supposed to discover . . .”

W

hen Marco Polo traveled to China,” Umberto Eco tells
us, “he was obviously looking for unicorns.”1  Now, as I
look over the last nine months or so of travel—through the new
editorship of P-Queue, toward this volume, and these in parallel
to the wanderings of a first year at Buffalo—I’m feeling some
humble sympathies with Eco’s Marco Polo. Buffalo, of course,
is a long distance from China, and in just about every sense of
the word “distance.” And I’m not really interested in unicorns.
But distance and difference aside, I can’t shake that Eco’s young
Marco and I have more than a little in common. “He was a merchant, not an intellectual, and moreover, when he started traveling,” Eco goes on to say, “he was too young to have read many
books.  But he certainly knew all the legends current in his time
about exotic countries, so he was prepared to encounter unicorns, and he looked for them.” And what he saw were
. . . very different from those represented by a millennial tradition.
They were not white, but black. They had pelts like buffalo, and
their hooves were as big as elephants’.  Their horns, too, were not
white but black, their tongues were spiky, and their heads looked
like wild boars’ . . .

For Marco Polo, these animals—despite their differences from
what he’d expected—were unicorns.  
“Cognitive science,” Eco
says, “would say that he was determined by a cognitive model,”
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R i pp e o n

and in Eco’s characterization this makes Marco a “victim” of
his cultural position—blinded by the limits of everything that
was his particular case. In this narrative, Marco finds his unicorns (brings them into the world, actually) by being unable to
recognize that an apparent identity between an animal with a
single horn on its muzzle and a tradition of myth and apocrypha
meant not “unicorn” but something else entirely.  In the story
as Eco tells it, it’s “because [Marco] was naïve and honest [and]
could not refrain from telling the truth” that he described what
he saw, letting people know that, yes, unicorns existed, but that
with their spiky tongues, large hooves, and black pelts, no, “unicorns were not the gentle beasts people believed them to be.”  
This would be one way of
reading Marco’s mistake, but another would be to think about
his use of the word “unicorn” to name the animals he saw as
an experiment in appearances—simply put, How far could the
word be bent in its application to the world, before it broke?  
In this light, Marco Polo’s is a narrative about coming to terms,
about refusing to be at a loss for words.  Because he was wrong,
or because his experiences to date allowed him only an impoverished vocabulary with which to describe new experiences,
though, doesn’t make him a victim.  It shows him, rather, as the
conductor of a good experiment. And, like any good experiment
that even when it fails offers up important data, and especially
about how it as an experiment could have been better carried
out, Marco’s mis-application of the word “unicorn” tells mostly
about the conditions in the cultural laboratory where it was
conducted.  What the appearance and the appearing of Marco’s
unicorns shows is that the data is case-sensitive.  What’s more,
and to complicate it across cases, we see in Marco’s case that
when we look for correspondences between empirical experiences and concepts—when we decide there’s a match between
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thought and thing and call that a “fact”—we change our world.  
There’ve been plenty of unicorns in recent memory, and we’ve
called them things like “acts of genocide,” or described them as
welcoming us with flowers and open arms. Like a black-pelted
spiky-tongued unicorn, these experiments in naming (not all experiments are benign) show the quickness with which a name
will stick, and its persistence once it’s in place.  
So what can we take from
this? A certain responsibility obtains to the effort of naming—
that we, like Marco, remain naïve and honest, because the fact
is the facts we bring into the world we must then live among.  
This potential to bring about change in the world is, yes, dangerous (not to say “negative”), but also liberative (not to say
“positive”). Dangerous, in that when we arrive in a new place
or at a new experience, and seek among the terms with which
we’re familiar for descriptors, we’re always limited to inexact
matches and approximations.   Liberative, owing to the very
same looseness in the language of description—the mis-match,
the malaprop, more than the sound bite or the mot-juste showing how all language is a yoking of experience to concept, and
that based upon a set of cultural convictions.  This is of course
how we move through experience, make of it “life,” and translate it into terms available to others; it is how we at once—and
for better or worse—find our way out of isolation, find each
other in language.
And this is where I’m heartened by certain felt similarities between myself and Eco’s Marco
Polo.  The editorial project of P-Queue has been since its inception a sort of expedition, a search for the fabled and the hybridized.   “Experiment,” though a necessary act, is a dangerously
weary term.  Be it that our fathers only dragged their fathers
this far through the orchard, or that we’re late in a slow age,
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R i pp e o n

or simply that an elegant experiment is meant to look beyond
what it can predict, I’m chary at the idea of myself as editor as
arbiter of experiment.  I’m not sure what I’m looking for when I
ask for experiment, and I’m not sure what I’m describing when
I celebrate it.  So keeping Eco’s Marco in mind, and somehow
finding a rhyme in John Cage, I want to say that the pieces appearing here don’t confirm what I think “experiment” is; rather,
they change what I mean when I think of “experiment.”2 And
if I have a project, which I’m not sure I do, it would be this—to
foster a conversation about what it is to write for a journal; to
think differently about what it might mean (especially in an age
of increasing digital fidelity) to read one in print.
Thinking about Marco, I
think about Stein, who wants an amnesia at the correspondence
between experience and identity—a correspondence which we
quickly name, and which produces the special beast we call a
self. I think also of Oppen, who first tells us that there are
things we live among, that to see them is to know ourselves, and
who then finishes the same poem with only “curious,” hanging
in space. Remembering these, what I admire about Marco is
his refusal to be at a loss for words, his willingness to use the
language at hand to describe the world at hand—no matter that
they don’t match and never did. Arriving at the word is neither
a beginning nor an end, but like any pause during travel, a little
of both.  
On his way home, in Java, he saw some animals that looked like
unicorns, because they had a single horn on their muzzles, and
because an entire tradition had prepared him to see unicorns, he
identified these animals as unicorns.

Marco’s was a literal case of
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lack for a better word.  Let his experience, then, function as a
reminder in preface to the work collected in these pages.  Bending language to a point of provocation is a multiply-inflected
gesture, itself particularly accommodated to extremes and opposites—I read in Marco’s case a blend of generosity and poverty, exploration and conservatism, desperation and confidence.
With this in mind, these pages hope to be a place for the responsible encounter, a place offering reports of the anxious object (be it rhinoceros or unicorn) unable to decide or describe
what it is.
Andrew Rippeon
Notes:
1. Umberto Eco. Serendipities: Language and Lunacy (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1998), 55.  Subsequent quotes are from this text.
2. See Joan Retallack’s The Poethical Wager (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 2003), 219.
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robbins, michael

Directory Assistance
The detonating taxi, the flannel
boats—we climbed Kansas
Fried Chicken with our tusk with
our winter
clothes
That unicorn is such a
fucking bitch. At a
disclosed location, the male fig
wasp. In the north, the largest
crucifix in the
north. Sugar. Sugar
abated. The storm blew the tusks
about. We harvested
nutritional factsheets
from the poplars, we
climbed Kansas with a
tusk of winter in our
winter of the
mercies, in our winter
of the almost wayward clone
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10
two poems from
S o m e Ve r s i o n s

of

Pastoral

Spoiler Alert
Spoiler alert: evening’s tetanus worsens. You missed a Prada
moment when I walked down to the lake, sputniking my
symptom. Fazed, the thin realist rain footnoted the hatcheries.
You remain the slow onset of river blindness: the pelican orbit
pivots on grackles & unknown assailants they’re fuses of. It’s
a story so familiar to oceanists they’ll tune out—for there is
one god & his name is haywire. Is arras work & never-youmind. Outriggings of wrens, plasticene oxen: the earth is
planet-sized & ships at cost. Forms of deformed animals
are beautiful in heaven, but you can only count them on
blackout nights. I’ll meet you in the fo’c’s’le of an electrified
clipper ship—meet you in the bosom—of a keelhauled saint—
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Winterim
The winterim: barely phenomenal enough to read apocrypha
by. How do you navigate, zootheists? By the sparklet of certain
ciliates; by the radioisotopes on our tongues; by our flight
simulators’ revenant floaters. In the exclusionary zone, in the
cradle of postponed stars, cesium practices its cricket song:
even the tiniest of doors allows ingress, by definition. The dell:
standardized by insect husbandry & public art, the cosines of
sparrowish flight paths. Lamarckian matter hardwires phylogenic
memory ensembles into each shoot: this is snowier than usual,
this attacks from above, this forwards a degraded message whose
import is lost. The trees’ horoscope said nomadic monads shall
remove whom they maintain in vicarage; shall levy great distraint
on the dispensers of iodine. Fire-flaughts flurr & flusker: the
wrists of implausible beasts sear themselves upon retinal air.
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from

    

                  (obraz)
       1. appearance; form
       2. image
       3. way
       4. icon

Obraz: A Petersburg Album

13

metres, philip
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The reader knows himself as he was twenty years ago and he has also in mind a
vision of what he would be, some day. Oh, some day! But the thing he never
knows and never dares to know is what he is at the exact moment that he is.
—William Carlos Williams, Spring and All

. . . any experience coming from the Russian realm, even when depicted with
photographic precision, simply bounces off the English language, leaving no
visible imprint on its surface.
—Joseph Brodsky, on the problem of translation

Cast in the role of the anonymous observer who, in the “Promenade” music
interleaved with the pictures, walks from one painting to the next, he seems to
have no authority over the parades of images.
—Paul Griffiths, on Modest Musorgsky’s
“Pictures at an Exhibition”
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P.

his is a work of friction. One surface: St. Petersburg, Russia, during the summer solstice of 2002,
the year before the city’s 300th anniversary. Another surfeit: a reunion with the poet Sergey
Gandlevsky, whose collected poems I’d translated, at Akhmatova House. Another surf: Musorgsky’s
“Pictures at an Exhibition,” also called “Album Series on the genius architect Hartmann.” Another
earth is: a photo album. Another façade: words. “Here, everything has been created for visual
perception.”  Madame de Stael, another apology for ut pictura poesis. Any echo of names, places, images
or language events is purely coincidental.

T

Scene
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peace. Abide.
Doom. Hoop. Bind.
Betrothal.  Precipice.

milk.  To turn.
Address. Inspect.
To doom. To find

To frame.  Become
overgrown, coated
with mud.  Skim

formation.  Production
of steam.  To reason.
Thus, sacred image.

Shape.  Form.  Mode.
Thus, in that way,
ugly mug.  Word

Tuning: Obraz
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& more light
& light again,
no rest for the eye,

let us go then take a walk
under the table
of the sky, city of light

This elixir of walking—
gulyat’: yes, to stroll
or to get drunk:

First. Promenade: Nevsky Prospekt

something. A ritual
to hew to.

Rupture. Thus.
In that way. Abrupt
scraps in search of
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exhaling, his eyes
glazing at the open
briefcase of imports—

bride, the groom skulking
back, sulking a cig
in full silks—

three stout aunties
brushing the rouge
of an ivory-wrapped

promenade & rendezvous
for all the idlers eyeing
out for each other—

in the urn of us, the lightdrunk dreamwalkers
along the Prospekt,

no negative to burn
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announcing the blossoming
of all possibility,
her kneehigh stilettos

to everyone, this tidal crush
of bodies—
a woman’s gauzy blouse

his own blood thrumming
the canals
in his head, talks as if

New Suit-&-Tie   his cell held
like a seashell
to his ear, hears only

Marlboro Red,
Virginia Slims,
Winston Lights—
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where Gogol saw

-struck street of last night’s
splintered glass,
litter of light—

where once, as daily
penance, prostitutes
swept the dawn

for something to buy
or buoy by,
to ease the treading—

turning beneath cabbie caps
& sailor chaps,
searching maps & windows

slashing the apparition
of petalled faces
in kerchiefs or crinkled,
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in a notebook you open
your eyes & the world

the stems & just like that
youth ends
a fragrant cornflower

in his right, a rose bouquet
gripped face down
as if he would save

saunters up the pocked walk
in his left, umbrella
swinging like a pendulum

where, once roamed
by wolves, now
middle-aged balding

everything here
as dream, not what it seems—
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look: no looking
’s free: hard
to navigate Nevsky

•

else & the frame
outside the frame something else
& this is a problem
of words—

nor was it here & thus
the man now outside
the frame has become something

on the one hand you’ve been here
sometime before: on the other
it was neither you

•

renews its flood—
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-fluous. If only. Head
on.  It’s written all over
his face. Kiss. Fret

-worm.  To deprive
of.  To have too much
to drink.  Super

Face.  On be
-half of.  Mask.  
Larva. Private. Ring

[Self-Portrait]

Second. Gnomus

& take a snapshot
without a babushka
giving you the finger
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drunks sit on haunches their faces
swollen like dough

of the brain:
at the canal’s edge
three hungover

No, something outside
burns like light
onto the daguerreotype

•

saying something.
A ravine, a logarithm,
a den of the voice.

saw.  Loafer.
Catch.  Ladies’ man.
To catch oneself
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to a son who takes
down your information
without mention

if you phone a great poet
at home you will not
find a great poet talk				

[Garble]

they toss
back bottles & swallow
the sky

under a woman’s left eye
watch the turgid water’s
sketch of the 18th century

a bruise ripening

him not is?
& when

talk may I
Sergey
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expectant
crossed in lap

hair her lips
full pursed hands

blue jeans flared
hip flaming red

erect she sits
for her portrait

[Not “My Wife and My Mother-in-Law”]

of your stunted
accent & this is
a problem of words

thank you
your name is?
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cold canal shower
navigating sidewalk
archipelago

“I’m sorry, I don’t love it.  Windows, holes—and monuments”
		
—Fyodor Dostoevsky

Eighth. Promenade: Sidewalk Archipelago at Dawn

she sits still anxious to see
how she will look

all babushka apple-cheek
& veiled crone

he charcoals her Slavic
chic bones
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last month’s lunch
& ground glass
in no one’s lap

trash can auto
wind eyes
punched in:

Union of Philatelists
door stamped shut
return to sunder

dog shit still
steaming on
the new shoe
(a flash card
as if a clue to
what’s on the other side)
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appears, the further
from seeing this
beached Atlantis)

in camera’s eye, as
if the closer to
sight the art

spit three times
into the
river your sins

give thirty rubles
to the gypsy
tell her your sins

(like seeing under
-water, the strangeness
that won’t appear
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will be severed
forever
you’ll probably

-cakes
traffic jam
cigarette tea

live:
now break
-fast
gasoline pan
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9 rubles
160 rubles
33 rubles
100 rubles
24 rubles
14 rubles

Two street pirozhkis
Restaurant Chicken Kiev		

Three liters of water
Akvarium CD				

Four Metro tokens
Snickers bar

Still the Old Believers
live by bread & salt alone
& refuse to use a knife
to cut the body of Christ

•

5 rubles
6 rubles

One loaf of black bread
White Nights ice cream cone

Eleventh. The Marketplace
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& window sign:
1+1=1
self flected re

Along Griboyedov Canal:
GO AWAY U.S.A.
sprayed for American eyes

How to marry our differing currents,
dear Petersburg, without a converter
—just a plug that translates
electricity as electricity?

•

A recent Russian joke, “Cowboy with a Conscience,” goes like this: A cowboy was riding in the West,
when he came upon some Indians. His conscience said, “take off your jeans.” So he did. And they
shot an arrow into each of his eyes.  Lying on the ground, he asked his conscience why it told him to
do that.  It replied, “can’t you see, your jeans are spotless!”

•
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as if lashed by an unseen
master, cowed into crowd, uncertain
glances shifting from the book
to building, book again, heads craned back
and one of us, doe-eyed, worried

split the head of Aliona Ivanovna
in our minds, and read the graffiti
as if it might have something to tell us,
sleepdrawn tourists of this place
herding from site to site

The slums of Sennaya Ploschad’
no longer exist, but we traced
the places Dostoevsky hunkered
into fiction, ascended the stairs
floodwaters climbed, where an axe

•

taking picture
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•

C. Wright, inviting yourself
into situations, for having to pee,
and thus the whole crowd entered,
where blind need dried up the last
pestilent waters of desire.

large with child and unable to travel.
Was that all?  Would anyone
be home?  Or would we be alone?
Something simmered beneath
the lid. Knocked. Thank you,

about her young son back at the hotel,
so I invited her up to my apartment
just around the far corner
of my eye.  Just for a phone call.
I was married too, after all, my wife
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it is not moved
hors d’oeuvres
a.k.a. zakuski

across: a body
adorns the lawn
a round of vodka

Creeley & Pen
dining al fresco
beside the canal

•

A king called the three greatest artists of the land in order to have his portrait painted. The king
was badly deformed, his left eye having been gouged out and his left leg maimed. The first artist
painted an impeccably accurate portrait, down to the socket of the missing eye.  The king was
outraged and had the artist beheaded for insolence. The second artist, fearing the fate of the first,
painted a rosy picture of a healthy king, beautiful beyond compare.  The king, seeing the inaccuracy
and dishonesty of such a portrait, had this artist beheaded as well.  Now the third artist, after many
sleepless nights, finally produced the painting that saved his life: in the picture, the king, mounted
on horseback, was pictured in right profile . . .
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committed together
& no one breathes
a word

around it now ice
cream as if around
a crime they have

in mushrooms
it is not moved
everything moves

& soup course
it is not moved
the main dish

it is not moved
another round
of shots
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scarry, siobhán

Littoral
Still it calls me and the what if and the snow moving back
beyond the garage. Did we always want this? The clippings
sent to ourselves to grow in water and the shallow pools
that uncurled the leaves, made something whole and then
it was time to gather more. You were always in charge of the
excursions. Tidepools, red swaying fingers from the sea that
coiled from our touch. I trained the eye of the telescope to
watch the sea grass whip in the wind, instead of the foam or
birds or neighbors in their windbreakers. The knowing has
come late this time and still it is not a clear path from the
house. There is a dog next door that wails with the sirens and
I’ve seen him lean his face against the fence when  he calls.  In
each  crunched footprint,  a shallow  pool  of water is cupped,
collecting small bits of winter sky. If I drag something heavy
behind me the pools will gather in a steady stream, will carry
a whole cloud through to the other side, and the silence waits      
for me to go back
and find a key somehow
to hear
while it waits      and takes me      and brings us inside it     
to hear what      is.  
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39
7 G i r l s i n Pe t t i c oat s a n d K n e e s o c k s
(school photo, circa 1920)
So the children are shadowed by parents. The photographer
unschooled in the movements of the sun, dark stains of
adult bodies in the foreground, loomy outlines at the tips of
Mary Janes. O I’ve done my whistling in the graveyard (tactic
ditched). In the recurring dream we are playing with puppets,
hands secreted inside. The animal mouths open and close, do  
the talking as he sips from a tall blond beer. A sneeze takes
his body shaking, expanding, blowing past roofline. Typical, the
running chase. And the hands unsheathed, grown into monsters,
the loud kind of grabbing. It’s part of the old story. A father
names his daughter Electra, hopes for the best.
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carter, allison

from

Garage Project

B

T

he second she strapped herself in B stopped breathing. She
tried not to be the fortune-teller.  She tried not to think.  
You can’t make a decision to change the course of your life.  She
tried not to think.   Change is part of the course of your life.  
She tried not to be the fortune-teller.   She couldn’t breathe.  
She unbuckled her seat belt.  Last week she could drive.  This
week she can’t.  B buckled her seat belt.  She turned on the car.  
She was going to puke.  She had chicken salad for lunch.  She
didn’t cook it wrong.   She wasn’t going to puke. Things don’t
matter. People are nice. B turned off the car. She tried not to
be the fortune-teller.   She had remembered a bottle of water,
a soda, and a piece of food. All she had to do was open the
garage door. She turned the car back on.  She breathed in her
nose and out her mouth.   She wasn’t getting enough oxygen.  
She breathed deeper.  She got too much oxygen.  She tried not
to be the fortune-teller.  It doesn’t matter.  She got too much
oxygen.  She was going to faint. B had stopped breathing.  She
realized she wasn’t breathing.  She breathed in her nose and out
her mouth.  She didn’t get enough oxygen.  She got too much
oxygen.  She was controlling her heartbeat.  There wasn’t oxygen
in the garage.  B pushed the button to open the garage door.  It
was a clear day.  The sky was huge.  She could see its hugeness
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Carter

in the rearview mirror. B turned off the car. She leaned back so
as not to puke.  She went through the steps in her head: Look
out for cargo trucks.  You can go slow.  There’s no law against it.
You can put on the hazards. You can open the windows so you
get enough oxygen.  Then on the highway you can close them.  
It is easy to go straight. Open spaces are not scary. The doctor is
at the other end. There are fields on either side of the highway.
You can pull onto the fields. It doesn’t matter. Farmers are
nice. It’s okay to pull onto the fields. People are nice. B turned
on the car. She went through the steps in her head. It’s easy
enough to go straight. It is easy enough not to forget to stay
awake. It doesn’t matter.  People are nice.  B closed the garage
door. The steering wheel had a vibration in it. The doctor was
on the other side.    
Necropolis
I parked the car to tell her about the shape of space. Across the
car was an easy foot of space. I parked the car to demonstrate
one or two items in the concept of the shape of space. I sat with
her across from a heavy mountain with a heavy heart. The shape
of space is a heavy concept to teach. She was a ready student.
I tried to teach her the shape of my space of calm, of easy feet
between public public space space. She got blank. Preliminarily
I parked the car across a heavy moment. I did not want to teach
her everything about the shape of space. She was not the best
one yet. She was mindful of all primers. She had a quick tongue,
considering the blankness of our pose. I parked the car to tell
her about the shape of the car. I needed to explain to her the
shape of a necropolis. Of a garage. I needed to explain to her a
few concepts within the topic of the shape of space. I needed
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to explain the relationship between garage and necropolis. I
told her, “I ran someone over on Tuesday. That is a metaphor
for us.” I had parked the car to tell her about accidents and
collisions. I needed to tell her about my theory of non-existent
objects. I parked the car with a heavy heart. She was a new
girl. She lost an easy primer for the situation. I told her, “I cut
someone into components on Tuesday. That is a metaphor for
us.” She had lost her eyes. I had parked across from the heavy
mountain with a heavy heart. The car was heavy. A falling body
is both light and consistent. Her body was an easy canvas. I
told her, “I am teaching you the relationship between science
and alchemy. I am teaching you a lesson about empty spaces.”
She hugged her body with light arms. She pissed on my heavy
upholstery. I reached for her heavy heart. She knew me very
well at this point. She had impressed me with her quick mind.
I told her, “You are the appearance of truth. You also challenge
truth.” Soon she would be demented. I needed her better than
that. I said, “Snap into it.” I said, “Repeat to me everything I
have told you about the shape of necropolis. Tell me everything
I have told you about the shape of space. About garages. Tell
me everything I have told you about the calm space between
us. Tell me everything I have told you about the heavy heart
and the uncertain shape of space.” It was too late. She had a
quick slide. A falling body is both heavy and consistent. This
is a metaphor for science. The heavy mountain glowed like an
icon in the shape of the northernmost horizon. The edge of the
garage was bright.  
Open Garage Door
This garage is not empty. When the door is open a kid watches
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Carter

the car/tv. This is much extra stuff, quiet fundamental spots.
Stalk prison cells, cafeteria tables, soldiering. n.b. moving
through a garage is not like moving through a chess game not
like cages/people in line, classrooms/cabinets or the periodic
table, breastplates or lungs, shapes in a row, a million things
similarly looking, or a peg board. Through the wall are hills, say
lofty redundant heaps, flora, fauna, jays. In the garage are ways
of getting there, say mobiles, clippers, sacks, tools, lanterns.
It is important to stay close to a mode of transportation. The
fourth wall is incredibly unstable. Kid comes in here and does a
dance for the old den mirror. When the door is open she doesn’t
touch or rub up. When her father is building the kid doesn’t
come out.
A note about Garage Project:
Garage Project is a book-length collection of short (500 word
max) pieces.   Each piece deals with/is a garage.   What kind
of activity is not allowed in the house, but would occur in a
heavily trafficked space full of extra personal items? What
kind of activity is a hyperbolic snapshot of the underbelly of
the occupants of the house?  What has been removed from the
garage?  What acts of desire cannot take place in an open garage?  
What happens in an open garage when it is closed?  Why would
anyone ever go into some garages?  When do people get stuck in
garages?  Why is a garage such a good place to commit suicide?  
What hugely magnified private and public acts go on in a public
garage?   Garage Project explores these questions by proposing
the garage as a diagram of the motives of the activities that tend
to take place in a garage.
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hall, susanne

from
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Por qué le corres cobarde
trayendo tan buen puñal?
She walked down her
driveway, counting her steps.   It was usually 54 steps. On
days when she was feeling especially well, it was 51.  Today
she tallied 59.   She did that sometimes, when she got
distracted.
She wasn’t aware of
actually looking into the mailbox as she slid the letter inside,
but one moment she had been thinking of the differences
between bananas and plantains, and the next she’d taken an
involuntary step back into the gravel road behind her. A
knife.   She prodded its silver handle, noticing that it was
filthy, covered with what looked distinctly like blood. She
turned right and left, looking for an explanation, and she
thought she saw, in the distance, a man rounding the bend
and heading down the mountain.  But she wasn’t sure.
She picked up the knife
by its ivory handle and dropped it into the old well on her
way back into the house.  
Later that afternoon,
when she found a stranger’s hat in the road, she led her
horse directly over it, leaving it crumpled into the road
behind her.
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Una bota igual que la otra.
Repeat after me:
One apple is the same as the other.
One apple is the same as the other.
One bed is the same as the other.
One bed is the same as the other.
One crowd is the same as the other.
One crowd is the same as the other.
One ocean is the same as the other.
One ocean is the same as the other.
One heart is the same as the other.
One heart is the same as the other.
Now, repeat after me:
If I put this boot on my left foot,
(instead of my right)
I walk in circles
(instead of a line.)
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Con los cantos de sirena
no te vayas a marear.
He brought her to me
in a five-gallon bucket, and we poured her into the empty
fish tank in my room. One would suppose that a creature
who spent most of her life in the ocean would have knotted,
brittle hair.
She looked disoriented,
and kept swimming into the glass walls.  Finally, she rose to
the top, and put her tiny arms over the side, pressing her tiny
breasts against the glass. She looked first at my brother, then
at me.  We both thought she was going to say something,
but she didn’t.  Instead, she dove down into the water and
swam into the plastic crab toy I’d once found on the beach.  
We tried to talk to her, and tapped on the glass to coax her
out, but it was no use.   I told him that she probably just
needed time to get used to her new home, and that she would
probably sing to us when we got home from school.
But when I got home from
school, she was lying on the carpet in a stain of crusty blood.  
Her hair was still beautiful, but half her tail was missing.  I
should have thought of this, I said, carrying the remains out to
the ocean in a paper bag.  This is what happened to the fish.
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Al pasar por el panteón,
me encontré una calavera.
What kind of woman is she?
• a copy of the Better Homes and Gardens cookbook, 1964
• three pearl earrings; different sizes
• a sachet of letters on hotel stationary from a man named
Stanley, dated 1955–1958
• the birth certificate for the baby that didn’t survive its first
week
• a deck of unused souvenir playing cards from the Vatican
• an empty ring box from Tiffany’s
• 8 journals of different shapes and sizes; her teenage years
• a beautiful Japanese address book with no entries
• a taxidermied cat, Siamese
• a 30 year-old bottle of absinthe
• a picture of her father
• an autographed picture of Elvis Presley (young Elvis)
• assorted coins from North African countries

These are the things that will be resting in the oak chest
under her bed on the day that she dies.
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Camarón que se duerme,
se lo lleva la corriente.

The two men in the canoe
slept, bobbing atop the river that flowed south, toward
the unknown. Their rough feet touched ever so slightly
throughout the night, and this was a great comfort to them
both.   In the morning when they woke, they drew their
carefully-made net out of the cold water.  They kept only
the fish they would cook for breakfast, and took care to
place the smaller fish and the shrimp back into the water,
so that these creatures could continue to float downstream
alongside them.   Neither man could stand the thought of
being alone, especially when they had no idea what lay
before them.
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empty            (as his partner

perspectives. The

Arc de Triomphe, the Sacre Couer, and                       mirror      even the Pantheon

now satanic: Paris has a passion for mirror-like      mirror upon

53

does his lover’s gaze) the perspective on infinity.               except for           Be it now divine,

favorite trick and opens here in his way                               

incredibly  then Satan plays his

district is

The financial

B

“Let two mirrors reflect each other;			

from

jaramillo, laura
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  they are       above the ground

                                                                                   narcissism

                                                                                   passionate

		

the two reflect

                gaze here

                                                                                   millionaire’s

                                                                                   meets the

                                                                                   the architect

           to count

each other

and opening, architecturally, a                              impossible    fata morgana.” [R1, 6]

appear, from a distance, like images hovering             
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appear from

                                                                      like images

                                                                                    a distance

					

            the towers

                                                                                   iron garden                                                                 

                                                                                   glass and

                                                                                   sowing their

                                                                                   they are

                                                                                   remoteness

            and moral
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above the

                                                                                   waning           be it

                                                                                   and in the sun’s

      divine

                                                                                                       be it now

                                                                                   are luminous

                                                                                   waxing they

                                                                                   in the sun’s

                                                                      ground

				

                                                                              hover
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nothing reflects

but tonight

                                                                      

on infinity    that is open all night

                                                                                    is a           perspective

                                                                                   nothing this

                                                                      

are on fire

                                                                     now satanic    they
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at the base of the tower
by now
the technicians of fortune
are sitting in front of their scotch               
in the bar of the hotel I ask him

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

bonfire

structure of fate that can be

    “Isn’t there a certain       pink and green         structure of money that can be

recognized only in fate and a

   

their pink and green bonfires

				

what they wait for every morning

the taverns have lit

   

by now
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          on liquid crystal display

of the market reconfiguring itself

           in six a.m. light at the structure

                                                     what can be gauged from looking

           more a matter of extrasensory powers than

the imaginary values climb       that can be recognized only in money

           to twelve noon watching

           rigged up to  telephones  from six a.m.

           they wait every morning all the boys

recognized only in money?” [03, 6]
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perfect arc of their aggression

                           ‘you have to be hungry  

                                               

rigged up to telephones’

the analog sound wave hones the

                                                                                            

  ‘stockbrokers are basically operators

with proximity

an iconography blinking/burning

inset with all-seeing eyes

its pyramids

see more clearly than most

they know
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to look like

                                

less of a boy as

he buys black leather shoes

sleep on the weekend

through narcotic            

he will talk

now he is quiet               

he talks much of the day

and a structure of fate           at the investors’    

                                                 

  

wave red banners       
            

                             
                             in the voice box  and in the shoulders                                     tensed to
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float from three tiers

				

the building empties

six thousand stubs

and speculations

covered in certainties

                   

   

recognized only in money                                   from their hands

that can be

a rain of bad fortune has knocked

abandons the ring

after every man

he treads the floor of the exchange

paper stubs printed with names and figures
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professionally

plays the lottery

this boy who

around stamen

tiers of petal upon petal

from their tight circular

magnolia blossoms

knocks

as in late summer thunder

of their screams
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    certainties    

				

petals   

debris  

kicks at air

speculations

sucker punches Friday evening

flexes the perfect arc of his aggression
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*The quotes in this poem are taken from The Arcades Project, Walter Benjamin’s unfinished manuscript about 19th century Paris. It was written from the beginning of his exile in Paris in 1931 to the time of his
death in 1940.  The work is composed of fragments—quotes Benjamin took from other texts, Benjamin’s own theories often
written in the form of aphorism, and notes—organized into sections, “convolutes,” under their respective themes.  Each convolute was assigned a letter so the manuscript reads like a philosophical dictionary.  The lettered/numbered citations in this poem
correspond directly to the entries in the convolutes of The Arcades Project.

  rise up
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taransky, michelle
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Comparison, Ghost Town
Ruin of the sum
Their ghosts didn’t draw on
Windows like the coffin
Was black, smoke and an act
Going to the meadow with no lake
To reflect on bird calls
No one calls
Too many trees wanting to be like bodies
The tableLeg’s shadow on the leg
Last instantiation of nest
Look they said we’re taking
Prayer, broad hearth
Ghost of they meant no-altar
Let this altar be the only thing raised
Inspector’s expected confession   
Where daughter is a mirror
The son
Is a grave that cannot hide a
Hole in the roof is emulating
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Ground water
Startled clock tower
It’s ticking—that they understand
It can’t be five he
Always comes to the table then
Comparison, Bank Line
Where a single point
Hums the forger
Holding shape be
Side light stretch those
Engravings folding the bank
Teller is telling all those other
Things called books when
Our translator confesses
About the blank
Already about face
Missing walls walks where
Chatter-ink will
Collect under the building
Watch the watcher proceed
With a typist’s pulse
Typing what do you live on
Your attention will march
On the site of pardons
Like the feat of the towering to show you
This word from this eye
Is to comment
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On bearing the storm scale

My idea of geese in the graveyards can’t
Fit here
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71
abramowitz, harold

what

Complement

W

hen I was writing these texts, What, I was thinking a lot
about language and social structures, or forms. About
the relationship between language and social structures, or
forms. About the ways in which language and various patterns
of language exist as social structures, or forms.  
What.
These texts, What, are a product of my inquiry into some of the
problems I raised to myself while thinking about the relationship
between language and social structures, or forms. About the
ways in which language and various patterns of language exist
as social structures, or forms.  
I was thinking about the relationship between language and
social structures, or forms. About the ways in which language
and various patterns of language exist as social structures, or
forms, and how this determines one’s perspective and pointof-view, determines one’s reality-making and decision-making
processes, and, indeed, how this determines who we think we
are, how we think we should live, and how we do, in fact, live
with ourselves and with others in any given context.
In any given context.  When I was writing these, What, texts.  I
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Abramowitz

was thinking how this determines.   
I was reading the work of Valerie Solanas, Kathy Acker, Virginia
Woolf, Elfriede Jelinek, and Toni Morrison while I was writing
these texts, What.  
So, while writing these, What, texts.  I tried to write these texts,
What.  I wrote these texts, What.
The writing that follows.
What.
The writing that follows.
What.  
The form of the project, What, the way I’ve put the pieces
together.  
In other words.
What.
In other words.
What.
Or.  
In other words.
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73

What.
I can.
Do.
Or say.
In any given context.
I created exercises while I was writing these, What, texts, What,
that would allow me to test.  
I wanted to put to use, to test.  
I had some ideas regarding language that I wished to examine.  
I had ideas about the relationship between language and social
structures, or forms.  
About the ways in which language and various patterns of
language exist as social structures, or forms.  
I wanted to examine my own use of language, how I used
language.
I was reading the work of Valerie Solanas, Kathy Acker, Virginia
Woolf, Elfriede Jelinek, and Toni Morrison.
And I wanted to try and test, to alter.
I made alterations.  
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Abramowitz

I changed my.  Social structures.
Or forms.
And how these determine.
I, then, made various alterations, changes.  I established rules.  
I altered my use of language based upon my examinations, based
upon my intuitions about language, based upon my inquiries, or
what I knew to be true about language, about the relationship
between language and social structures, or forms. About the
ways in which language and various patterns of language exist
as social structures, or forms.  I established rules.
And I hoped to learn about the relationship between language
and social structures, or forms. About the ways in which language
and various patterns of language exist as social structures, or
forms.
I altered my own use of language in an effort to create something
new, something new, that might, in the end, tell me something
about the relationship between language and social structures,
or forms. About the ways in which language and various patterns
of language exist as social structures, or forms.  
I altered my use of language I established rules how I used
language how I wrote things how I.
What.
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In the effort to.
For example, in writing what is now “Prologue” and “I,” I
wanted to see what would happen when I thought about a given
social structure, or form, like relationships between lovers, or
partners, or an event, like the end of the world, and left out or
eliminated certain words embedded in phrases that immediately
came to mind when I thought about these concepts, in this
case, most of the personal pronouns.  Or in the case of what is
now “II,” I took a, What, text, What, I wrote during this period
and altered it by, again, removing pronouns, and then inserting
interrogatives.  For about six weeks I wrote at least four lines
a day this way.  The point of these exercises was simply to try
and force myself to think and write differently, to try and have a
conversation between my newly self-conscious, constrained use
of language, or what I wrote, and my existing language, or what
I was going to say.
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W h at

yes, by God, the garden is beautiful at night. Lend a hand.

have to live? Here. What is the explanation? And in the middle of it all, there stands a figure. But,

to make up your mind. The dishes need to be washed. Who will wash the dishes? And why do we

Make money.  This is the end of the world.  There is a consideration of how far and how fast.  You have

war. And what does any of it mean? Really? What does any of it mean?

And then there will be a war. And there will be a war in the house. Or the end is near. Or there is a

malady.  Your fears.  What.  You fear.  There will be the best.  The best will be lined up and lived with.  

What. If it makes. Happy. Announcements were made on the radio. This disease will come. The

Prologue.

from

76
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Maybe things will be different. For once, different. Tonight.

Problems with rules? Can’t conceive of a better way? Of an alternative way? A dimension. A voyage.

rats. There is a real problem with the way the world is set up. A gem. A virtue. There are no rules.

In a hundred years no one will remember. Name. Govern. It’s a nest of rats. No, it’s not a nest of

connection is made.  Who cares who does the dishes?  On this day.

goose that laid the golden egg. But the descent comes swiftly. Off comes the hat. An important

built. But, so far, it makes no difference. Hear voices. Send them packing. Prepare for the end. The

In the middle of this house.  There was a seed.  The wrecking ball will come and destroy all we have

Or make rules. Rules are confusing.

laid down. Live in a house. Live in a beautiful apartment. Destroy all virtue. Destroy all the rules.

to find your own way. A full deck of cards. Everything changes when war is declared. When rules are

To all, or to anyone. There is a rake in the garden. And don’t take this as the literal truth. You have
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But the real problem. Remains. What to make? What to make. As a question. As an answer. As a

qualifications. And determinations. And go to bed.

the cups? Why do things have to be this way? And despair. And reckoning. And counting. And

Despair. Hope. Hope for despair. The world is ending. Who will wash the dishes? Who will wash

Each section is well integrated.  There is no crying.  There are no words.  Words are meaningless.  

Worry.  Here.  In this place.

a word.  The word.  Forget the word.  Worry about tomorrow.  Worry about what shape this will take.  

Maybe next Thursday. The trash will be, must be, put out by next Thursday. And then forget. Forget

Made no sense at all. A home. But that’s a load of garbage. Trash. Who will take out the trash?

The idea remains. The same. At work at a soda counter. Blew it. Flew in the face of common sense.

I.
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about defense.  Fast forward.

will you be home? And this becomes about imposition, and about resurrection. And this becomes

It is a rather rare view of the world.  It just is.  The moment.  Who will clean the windows?  What time

Sequence. Approval. Visitation. The moment has come and gone. But there is a moment, still. View.

exactly how does the world work? Who will sweep the floors?

Virtuous things. Back home. A constant acknowledgement of the way the world works. Well, and

extreme. Or there is an extreme. An operation. A method of control. But, then, back to virtue.

There is something in the wind. Different experiences. A hold. A car. Blame. Vision. The rest is

There is no meaning.  No voice.  No.  Just.  No.

There is no path by which to return. Divisions. Eruptions. Cancers. A moment in time. Or space.

pose.  Or broken.  Or back to that place and time.  Back to that house.  It is, so to speak, destroyed.  
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the bed. Took the trash out. And it has everything to do with.

the world needs cleaning. And the trash is full. Don’t. Live that way. The summer was fine. Made

good. No good in the world. But the streets are full. And the trash is full and the bed is unmade and

And every day there is a new horror. Normal. Delight. Contradiction. Telling. It can come to no

of an entire species. To each. Own. A blast.

trash? How. Will. Get along. Now. That. Broken. The real world. Equal measure. The falsification

everyone knows that the trash is full. The trash is full. The trash is full. And who will take out the

Each day there is a mirror. A voice. Mirror. Voice. A founding principle. Real imagination. And

back once that is understood.  What.

something. And then there is a crisis. This is the real thing. The real thing. And there is no turning

Or it brings. Back. Basking in the sun. The image. The very image. Of a certain someone. A certain

Every day there is a find. The whole find. It brings the mind back. It brings a certain something back.
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again. At home again and again. And there is no knife in the drawer. And there is no painting in the

The singing and the dancing and the needing, just needing, to get away. And then at home. At home

Discontent. There is no normal. No normal. Not on. Wedding day. The motion. The very motion.

A particular mark. A particular mark, that.

bedroom. And marriage. And rings. And singing. And just that. Whatever. Want. Want whatever.

feels so good to open.  Mouth.  Swallow.  There is no tomorrow from the bedroom.  The view from the

Missing a word here. Missing a word there. And it feels so good to break the champagne open. It

one day to find the trash full and spilled all over the floor.

A find. A major find. A disconnection of sorts, too. A mistake. But it takes all kinds. Came home

here.  Missing a word here.  There is no voice and there is no surrender.  There is no way home.  Home.  

At home. A vacation. Victim. Victim. In the bath. Is in the bath. Without a word. Missing a word
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in the waiting, in the wanting. No future in the desire. And the formulation continues. And the

It does not pertain.  The issue.  Sitting in the house.  Sitting on the street.  Waiting.  There is no future

apart. An appraisal. A place.

this becomes the end. And the certainty of the end. Coming near. Very near. Coming apart. Far

And it has been days since the trash has been taken out. And this becomes an important issue. And

It has come. Attention. It has come. Not like a vision of loveliness. Not like an unexpected invitation.

at home. A half day. A light. At home.

invitation.  No one loves.  No one loves.  But mute, and then in silence.  Not at home.  There is no one

A visitor. A vision of loveliness. The extreme. The extremes of behavior. A visit. A visitor. An

The death of all things. Be there. Be there. In a house. Or on a lake. A real place. A normal morning.

drawer. And there is no home. Reliance. Reliance.
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Sometimes. And the will is strong. The will is strong. And the room is rectangular. And who will

wrong way to go. And the world is kind. The world is kind. It is kind. After all.

But not advertising, and not telling. What to do. The impulse is too strong. A wrong-headedness. A

other interruption, or some other kind of wandering. It does a person good, it does a person fine.

A voice. Still, the voice cries out. Still, there is a bird in the sky. Still, and there is hiccup, or some

nothing.  What.  What question?  The end.  The end.

to hide. And this is about a peculiar motivation. A particular way of being. And it has to do with

what it all means. The brilliant. A soldier. A figure. Ten thousand figures that want to run, that want

A reason. There is a song. Brilliant. Not a moment too soon. A finding, a founding, a finding out

A way in, and there is no future in it. No future.

speaking continues. Voices continue, and there is no reason for it to go on. This is the way. A way in.
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This voice is heard.  The making of a machine.  Mix.

for its being the way it is. A solid reason. Sold the way it is. With intimate knowledge. Like a voice.

or an assignment. A hole to hold a heart. And. Holds it. Not to mention that there is a solid reason

But that is calling. A vision. Deep, depressing adoration. A hole to jump into. A frame for a voice,

it’s a balled up fist. No, it’s a vision. Ordinary.

Did. Say. A future. Or no future. No future. Forget. It’s a slam. No, it’s a hit. No, it’s a sock. No,

There is no picture.  There is no visual aid, or clue.  There is no home.  Not a home.  Was out.   What.  

The rest is view. The rest is a view. Rest is a view. The vehemence with which it occurs. The view.

moment the trash bin fills and needs to be emptied.

morning. The monkey. A monkey is okay. There is no other reason. But for rebellion. But for the

wash the dishes? And at what time? Will. Get home. A broken instance. A visual aid, or clue. This
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And. Do. Such a thing. At once. Failing.

See. A Christmas tree. A vision. Ordinary. Or limited. Or told to go to hell. And. Do. Such a thing.

or of summarizing. This. Or a treat. Such a treat. Dependable. A vision. Not at home. In the home.

Without a word, or there is a better way of saying this. This is the first time. A better way of knowing,

It is fine in the sun. It is fine. To. Know.

people are kind. And there is no way out of this. Is. At home. On a block. An afternoon in the sun.

Kindness. Or adoration. But the tables keep turning. Tearing. Apart. And the news is good, and the

Shock. It is ordinary. At the end. At your behest. Bent. Broken. Touched. Really touched. By.

It belongs on a bookshelf, or in a house.  Some.  Somewhere.

the shopping? Fill the cars with gas? Self-sufficient. And in extraordinary detail. Death. At. Behest.

mind. Insecure. Deeply insecure. And at the end. The end. What. Who will wash the dishes? Do

Telling it off. No, it’s not that way. Not that way. Glorious though. And a fog. A split. A brilliant
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thing. Not like that. A horse. Who will feed the horse? Again. What. What flame? What. What a

embarrassed. Like a knife. Or a gun. A faded thing. It’s not a thing. Not a thing. There is no

But if there is.   To cook the food.    If there is.   To take out the trash.   To become impaled, or

night.  Told.  It was cold and it was troubling.

the modern. The modern world, that is. Because of the way things are. An imposter. It was cold one

By.  Imposters.  Comes to tell.  Hides.  It’s not right.  That’s not right.  No way to be.  But because of

But it’s a disease. Tell. There is no telling. That. Way. A purposeful decision. And. So. Impressed.

Not that motion.  Not that again.  For the eleventh time.  Take out the trash.

representation. Or a pit. And then there is motion. It’s a disease. Tell. It’s a disease. But just flat.

the middle of the room. And it has nothing to do with anything. Just a game. Or a picture. A specific

What.  It’s kind of like a nuisance.  Or there is a place in the middle of the room.  Or there is a bed in
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many things at stake. There. Where? What. And pressing concerns. Many pressing concerns at one

Not on. What? Any morning. Tension. The tension. What? Too great. There. Where? What. Too

No, not what?  In what?  The morning.  

What?  Not a question, however.  There.  Where?  What.  No design here.  Where?  What.  No, not.  

What. Always what? A morning. On the morning after. What? Even what. If what? Sees. This.

a word. Not even that. What? In what? A cave. But. In what? The morning. And, there. Where?

Where? What. A finality. But, there. Where? What. Nothing. Not spoken. Nothing spoken. Not

What? It. Time spent. In what? A cave. Over what? There. Where? What. Over what? There.

II.

ridiculous notion. A cause. It turns the world around. And goes.
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what? Stop. Or what? Dance. Or what? Stop. Or what? There. Where? What. Serious. There.

The end of what? What? What time? It. What? Degrades. All. What? Degradation. And then

a hole there.  Where?  In what.  In a cave.  Or back.  Where?  What.

Of all. What? All. What? All of what? Of humanity. Or a hole. Where? In what. In the wall. Or

And degradation. It. What? Gets degraded. Entire species. Become of what? Degraded. Of what?

What.  History.  No, it.  What?  No, support.   No, it.  What?  There.  Where?  What.  Only what.  

There. Where? What. Science. And there. Where? What. Other things. What? There. Where?

Not becoming.  It.  What?  Has.  What?  Has.  What?  Nothing to do.  With.  What?  Becoming.  

What it.  What?  Takes to become.  What?  But that.  What?  

direction.  The course.  Of what.  Human history.  Will take.  Will take what?  What it.  What?  Takes.  

it. What? It. What? Decide. What? Or which way. Which way events will go. Which way. The

time. Too many pressing concerns. And haunted. A little. A little bit haunted. And it. What? By
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Or do.  What?  Nothing.  No such thing.  What?  Can.  What?  Barely walk.  Can.  What?  Barely move.  

Present. What? This. What? As what? A question. To. What? And to. What? Directed to. What?

This. What? A question.

Way. What way? And there. Where? What. Always something. What? And. Formulate. What?

The bed.  There.  Where?  What.  Something.  What?  To be what?  Feared, feared in almost every way.  

Something.  What?  In what?  The house.  There.  Where?  What.  Something.  What?  Under what?  

more properly.  Or proper.  Or what?  To speak.  Of what?  Something.  What?  There.  Where?  What.  

Of things. What? Or what? Again. What? To speak. Of what? Of people. People. Speak. Or,

what?  Or what?  To speak.  Therefore.  What?  So to speak.  

What. To speak. What. Or what. Generalize. From what. Proper. Or a proper perspective. So

Here.  Where?  What.  But to put things.  In what?  What?  Proper perspective.  Or what?  Or so.  

Where?  What.  What?  Problems.  Here.  Where?  What.  Serious.  Problems.  There.  Where?  What.  
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leaf. And what? Developing what? There. Where? What. New ways. What? Thinking. What?

And what? Or turning. What? Turning. What? Something. What? Over. Where? What. A new

This. What? This. What? What this. This. What? About speaking.

Or the world. But, no. That. What? Not what? Not true. But to speak. What? Remember what?

Entirely. What? Potentially. What? And there. Where? What. Nothing. What? Right in what?

Exists on a frequency.  Or costs.  What?  Something.  What?  Or what?  Something.  What?  What else.  

Or indict. What? Or every system. That. What? Exists. Where? What. On what? A frequency.

And what? Every system. What? That. What? That exists. To charge. What? Or accuse. What?

what? A system. Or what? Many systems.

expect. What? A question. A return. On what? An investment. A balance. On what. A return. Or

What? Can. What? Barely breathe. What? Or stand. Or find. What? A place to eat. What? And

What? An arm. What? Or a leg. Or what? Walk. Or what? Move. Or what? Do. What? Anything.
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And when? What. If everything. What? Changes. Changes what? And changes quickly. And live.

Or other forms of what? Of suffering. Suffering of what? Or other. What? Cures. And then what.

the middle of what? This. What? A horse comes. Where. What.

What? A horse comes. Where? What. Or there. Where? What. Another what? Bad dreams. In

Other aches. And what? And pains. And what else? And in what? The middle of what? Of this.

What? Killing. Hurting. It. What. Hurts. And there. Where? What. And here. Where. What?

headache. And it. What? The middle of what? The night. And then what? An ulcer. Or what? It.

Something. What? There. Where? What. And even if what? There. Where? What. A pounding

Or none.  Of this.  What?  Can go on.  Yet, it.  What?  Is what?  

It.  What?  Can’t go.  Where?  What?  On.  It.  What?  Simply can’t go.  Where?  What.  On.  Or what?  

charge. What? Change. What? Accuse. What? Indict. What? Vicious. A conspiracy. And what?

Speaking. What? Being. What? Or what? Existing. Turning over. Where? What. A new leaf. Or
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Finally. And what? There. Where. What. Nothing here. Where? What. But what? Make. Or

New. What? Or old. What? Eventually. What? Useless. Wise, but useless. And what? Unknowable.

What? Something. What? These. What? A new what? Perspective.

What? Think all of it. What? The world. All of this. What? These. What? Worlds. Worlds? This.

of what? The world. It. What? Takes what? Time. No. Don’t think. It. What? So what? Of it.

Takes what? Time. Knowing. What? Takes. What? Time. Appreciation. Of what? Of how. Or

Tools. What? Given. At least with what? Tools. What? Given what? In other words. It. What?

The unspeakable what. The unknowable what. What? In. What? Any. What? Way. With. What?

What. It. What. What? Impossible to define.

ways. And not what? Bad ways. Then. When? What. Well. Then. When? What. And it. What?

World. A whole new what? A whole new world. And new what? Ways. What? Ways. What? Good

Where? What. In. What? A hat. In. What? A whole new what? Mean. Means. Mean. Mean what?
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point. Here. Where? What. Somewhere. Where? What. A point. Worth what? Making what? A

When? What? And, yes. What? There. Where? What. What? A point. Here. Where? What. A

The point.  It.  What?  The point.  

When? What. Have not. What? Allowed. Allowed what? What? The Point. What? What point?

what? Or something like that. What? And. Have what? Not even what? Begun what? Fight. What?

season.  Or the end of what?  Mankind.  Or what?  War.  Or what?  The end of what?  Humanity.  Or  

Called what? Allegory. Or what? The end of what? Or of what? The world. Or the end of what? The

And this. What? Will what? Surely come. Where? What. Pass. And it. What? Will be. What?

Know. What. Name. What? Run. Where? What.

thorn. What? Or what? A burning bush. Or something. What? Something else. And no. What?

What? Become. What? Bad. Or a bad. What? Person. Or what? A hole. What? In what? Or a

what? Make. And nothing. What? Means what? Anything. And forget what? What? Forget. Will.
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Pretend. What? A

Sights. And of what? Sounds. And of what? Degradation. Indeed what? It. What? Always leads.

An amazing what? A spectacle. If. What? Will what? A spectacle of what? Patterns. And of what?

Where? What. And that. What? It. What? All what? Really. What? Amazing.

Idealize what? That. What? In place. Where? What. In those. What? Places. Where? What. Go.

And there. Where? What. And there. Where? What. People, real people. Ideal what? Ideals.

What. And there. Where? What. What? Pictures. Where? What. On the walls. Where? What.

Know what? Know. What? Except that it. What? Cold. Where? What. On the street. Where?

Indeed. What? Now what? Not what? At liberty to tell. What? Anything. What? Don’t what?

What? Or what? What? What? A liar. What? Not what. A liar.

pretend what? A sentiment. Sentimental. What? However. What? Indeed. What? Nevertheless.

That. What? What. That. That. That. What? What? What? Let. What?

point. And worth what? Fighting what? For what? If what? Needs what? Be what? Who? What.
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of what? Of it. What. Broke what? Or it. What? Is broken. What? It. What? A system. After

What? What, of course. Of course what? Broken. From the beginning of what? Of what time? All

What? And then. When? What. Hurt. What? Set sail. Where? When? What.

In time for what?  The march.  Or what?  Marched.  Where?  When?  What.  Fool.  Or fooled around.  

scholar? And played what? What? Games. Pinball, sometimes. When? What. In what? Or what?

What. And cried. Why? What. Or In love. Or what? In love. Or what? A scholar. What? What

what? What? Made what? But what? Talked a lot about what? Or broke what? Down. Where?

But there. Where? What. A point. What point? Here. Where? What. A fine point that needed

What? Started. When? What. Right around. What? End.

What time?  The time of what?  The modern world.  What world?  What?  When?  What.  The world.  

What? Contradiction. What? Sit where? What. On what? Fence. At about. When? What. Time.

Where?  What.  Back to that.  What?  Back to that.  What?  Puzzle.  Back.  Where?  What.  To that.  
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But those.  Who?  What.  People.  What?  Very what?  Very smart.    

What.  Was what?  Where?  What.  Nothing left.  Of that.  Of what?  Of the system.  What system?  

system for what?  Where?  What.  What?  No remorse for what?  For the system.  Or there.  Where?  

all, what? And the system. What? Is broken. Broken. Broke what? Or there is what? A system. A
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Giamo

“
The impulse overtaking the pack is to refill the depleted space
with new materials.
If for a moment it’s no longer possible to discriminate page
from screen, language from the precision and voltages of code,
then the writer, like a terrorist become bomb, has fractured
into the writing.
A jagged belt wrapped, with ball-bearings
dipped toxic and
pitted against the Daisy
Cutter’s smooth ignition.   
Or, in “other words,” an information economy reinscribed
across the forsaken space of industrial production.
The intensive procession continues.   It all ‘looks like a
postcard.’  
The gloss rewires everything into graphic clarity, caulks the crags,
is a 20/20 instantiation of electronic perfection: slick glaze of
Tokyo ginza; a digital Time’s Square; subway terminals are the
clean needles for Munich; in marble-columns a MacDonald’s on
the Champs-Élysées, updating the archives; sickle-steel; portals
opening toward reprogenetics; drum machines and metal
sinews; urban tribes;
lulled into virtual by the soft lighting of the Detroit airport;
the reflection of a face passing through a rectangle of
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Other Ruins
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immaculately polished
skyscraper glass.
Where is the line cutting through the departing stagger of ice
cataloging the fossils of inbred dimensions
Surfaces are swabbed, sterilized to pure
a host of historically infected wounds.  Skin graphs conceal the
cicatrices of deficiencies.
<Except for the scattering of wind turbines . . . ,
America’s most peaceful machine>.
Glossy spaces bleach clean the old domains. They scalp from
the landscape its acquired rust,
its genealogies of imperfection.  
Crystal and pixilation settle.
Into cameo as paired lotto winners failing to claim the payout.  
Features eager to quench the drip-feed of smut.
The screen misses the page, amplified in a double sense: a
longing for a lost and absent object; the aborted encounter.
From the blue light of a solarized screen back into the shadowless
page, or from the high resolution of real-time back into the
rough edges of print.
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Giamo

Gloss crossing paper forgoes
a concealed and continuous shape.
When transmitting digital into the memory of paper, phosphor
etiolates.
Conjuring visible—and how a signature is manipulated by the
prosthetic cursor, two eyes programmed to track the gifts of
automated display—gloss in shrapnel heightens
The surface
should call attention to itself as a transparent surface.  
The content
should call attention to itself as a modular file, fluid and capable
of inhabiting hylomorphic forms of expression.
It is a necrophiliac impulse, :
ten fingers and a pair of dilated pupils seize a spent life prepared,
in advance, for a burial unwilling to ever arrive.
Whatever violence and softness in these scattered reversals, the
transmissions of new formations back into
into the unmarked origin they have agonistically fluttered,
displaced, buried.
Choked so erotic in the flavor of cybernetics.
”
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The nervous system of the patterns in coming is in need of some
explanation, if not to inform the reader of what will be, then
simply to make clear to the writer-as-reader what s/he will fail
to say, in the sense that in clarifying what will be in coming, this
intention—organic as it may well be—will inevitably miss its
mark, a Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle of sorts, disrupting
the unlocatable and future sight of lawful interrogations,
which now finds itself latently locked into the crosshairs of a
preamble.
The success or failure of the patterns aim—to be lost—are
measured against its incapacity to iterate exactly what this
parameter intends to control.  We are in no way searching for a
superimposition to flex stochastically between the theoretical
discourse of this preamble and the execution of what will come,
to be.  There should necessarily be some gap, incommensurable
and irreducible love at play between the structure and substance
of that pattern and this noise, which reaches out to crystallize
the pattern into a virtual and conjunction of domiciles displaced.  
Whatever might coincide with this noise and that pattern
does so out of chance, while out of exigency the two miss one
another.  The pattern to come necessarily develops out of the
egress of this noise. Or, in reverse, this noise arrives from the
site of the pattern that is not yet formed, the one already there,
fluttered in abeyance.
This is a puerile anarchy of words seeking to disrupt the future
pattern, as it is destined to appear through a smokescreen,
wherein each figure is a metonym for each succeeding and
preceding element; wherein every site of monadic falsity points
toward an intersection with its virtual compatriots. Each
fracture must then be designed so, so as to remain vestal and
open to the openness leading the pack to what is buried under
what is.
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driscoll, david

Eight Literary Pieces
I.
“I realize now that nothing is safe from your pessimistic sense of
humor.  You have disabled your own critical apparatus—melted
your brain, really—and I intend to sit down at this typewriter
and compose an affidavit to such an effect.”
“Excellent.  I’ll dictate.  To whom could it concern, I
would like to tell you about my friend Dave and his quest for
the apes.”
“You are a danger to yourself and others.  I should frisk
you for a weapon.”
“He had a cohort that wanted to frisk him and made
requests to such an end in an impatient, almost angry tone of
voice.”
“What preposterous immaturity!   How unforgivably
wordy!”
“Write, ‘Dave’s genius snapped the yoke of mockery
and disparaging commentary: the creative juggernaut plowed
forward unfettered.’”
“I’m not typing any of it.”
“Of course not.  You wouldn’t press a key unless it was all
about you. If it was, however, no deficiency of style or content
could convince you of the unworthiness of the enterprise.”
“A prettily-worded barb of hypocrisy.”
“Could one aim for something higher?”
“Oh, no. You’re just wonderful.”
“Wonderful!”
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Driscoll
“Wonderful.”
“That’s great!”
“Yes.  That’s just great.”

II.
—Plick.  Plick.  Plick-plick-plick . . . Plick.  Plick, plick . . . plick,
plick, plick-plick.
—Are you in there? What are you doing in there? Why
is the door locked?
—I’m writing you a Dear John letter.
—What?
—Plick-plick-plick-plick. Plick.
—Why?
—You’ll understand when you read it.   How do you
spell Skilla? As in, and Charybdis.
—S. C.
—Plick. Plick.
—H. Y.
—Plick-plick. L. L. A.?
—I believe so.
—Plick-plick-plick.
—You’re really pounding on those keys, don’t you
think?
—See.  This is a perfect example.
—Of what?  I just don’t want a broken keyboard because
you’re in a temper.
—Well you’re going to have to buy a whole new
computer anyway.
—You’re running away and stealing the computer?
—I’m not stealing anything.
—Absconding with it then. You’re at least threatening
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to abscond with it.
—Oh God! Plick, plick, plick-plick-plick.
—Well, that’s very fine. Ignore me then.
—It’s less painful to ignore you than to inhale your
noxious smoke screen of twenty-five cent words. Plick-plickplick-plick-plick—
—Very original.   I hope you’re typing that one down
right now before you forget it.  That one is a keeper.
—plick-plick-plick.  You want to guess what I’m typing
now?  Plick! Plick! Plick!
—This is childish.
—Why don’t you go for a smoothie, go take a walk.  
You should get outside.   It’s probably the last warm day we’ll
have for awhile.
III.
“Really?”
“Yes.  But it’s highly improbable.”
“Medically speaking?”
“Philosophically and economically.  Then again, having
a fist of any sort in your stomach is highly unlikely. Unless
of course you ate the fist, but then it wouldn’t be, you know,
intacto.  Have you ever swallowed anything similar in kind or
dimension without chewing, like pig knuckles? Anything bigger
than an apple?”
“Not that I can recall.  I had a dream once that I could
unhinge my jaw, like a snake.”
“I’m not here in a psychiatric capacity.   If you’re
interested in that kind of analysis, I suggest you find a priest.”
“Sorry.”
“We’re going to have to operate.”
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“We?”
“I.”
“To remove the fist.”
“To remove the fist.”
“But is it harming me?   I can put up with a little
discomfort.”
“What, you think you’ll need it?  You have two of them
already.    You should be happy of that.   In fact, in all other
respects you’re normally symmetrical.  Balance in a corpus is a
desirable trait.”
“As opposed to being physically defective?”
“Yes.   Lame and maimed.   Congenitally deformed
or accidentally disfigured. Stumps and tubercular bumps all
over.”
“Sounds terrible.”
“Horrible.  We need to get rid of that thing.  It’s excess,
undesirable excess.   Why put up with some uncomfortable
totem in your belly?   It could become lodged.   Stuck in your
bowels!  Such an unknown quantity presents a risk.”
“A grave risk?”
“It very well could be.”
“Medically speaking?”
“Medically speaking.  Of course.”
IV.
Friendship and love among likeminded individuals can be—and
always have been—powerful vehicles for creating moments that
move the larger dialogue of art along.   I think about all the
groups of writers publishing and promoting their friends who in
turn wrote for and promoted each other’s publications. At the
risk of sounding grandiose, this is the quiddity of the artistic
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movement. Writers fixated with the idea that they go it alone
just because they sit by themselves in front of the computer are
bound to create narrow and constricted work.   I believe you
are in everything I write, as is everyone I know, but you even
more so because so much of our exchange is a literary one and
because we are such good friends.  For me this is obvious and
sacrosanct.  It’s immature at best and insincere at worst to claim
that knowing one’s publisher might make one’s efforts somehow
“not count.”  Either way, it’s baldly obtuse to the possibilities.
V.
“It’s all part of the romantic self-understanding you claim so
aggressively, this idea that your being resides at extremes.”
“Do I know you?”
“Your disquisitions on the subject of you sail off on
currents of coherent wistfulness, as if you were unable to depict
yourself as anything other than a monolithic, mythic character
in some epic text.  One day El Cid, the next Buddha, followed
by Paris, lounging at his lyre. A lack of contingency and conflict
is your greatest artistic failure.”
“You seem so . . . so familiar.”
“The pose is especially painful for those of us who
know you best.  Not only is it condescending, it embarrasses.”
“Wait . . . OK, yeah. I remember you.”
“And to challenge the artifice too heartily is to end
the conversation, to purchase a seat in the oppressive sulking
theatre where you don your Greek mask of imperturbability.”
“I knew I knew you.”
“Then, two days later, when we’re drunk, you’ll punch
me, full of aggressive affection and seemingly out of the blue,
but it will be because I called you out. And still, at bottom,
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you are glad when I do because that’s what moves us forward,
makes us friends.  But by telling you this, I break you.  Because
the guilt will swallow you.  Nothing could shame you more
than the exposure of the mean little voice of pride when you
balled your fist.”
  
VI.
“A what?”
“A fist. Right here. You can see it right here. Here
is the thumb.  Whatever it is made of, it’s extremely dense.  
Maybe steel or lead. Maybe it’s iron. Any dictators in your
family tree?  Ha!”
“No. No. At least, I don’t think so. Is that
hereditary?”
“Medically speaking?
“...”
“No . . . You’re not very bright are you?”
“I guess I don’t really know.  Probably not.”
“Well, there are other things in life, I suppose, though
the more I think about it, most of them are pretty darn hard
to get if you’re dull witted.”
“I see . . .”
“Do you?”
“Not exactly. I just said that. What about my fist?”
“So it is your fist!”
“Well, I mean . . . I guess it’s mine now.”
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VIII.
—Wouldn’t it be easier if we talked about this?
—Talk? Are you new? Plick. Plick-plick. Don’t you
realize this is the only legitimate way to end a relationship?
—With a one-sided letter?
—Plick. Plick.  You can’t take back something once
you’ve written it to someone, my darling.  You can always
forget spoken words, or at least pretend to.  But this, this is
a swift, irrevocable stroke. Plick-plick, plick-plick.  It’s really
sort of beautiful if you think about it.
—If you actually get to the end of that letter I’m
going to save it.  Maybe it will serve as a reminder of how
histrionic you can be and spare me these antics next time you
get angry.  
—Plick. Plick.  I’m not angry at all.  I’m mournful.  
I’m forlornly manufacturing what will be the great artifact of
our love—a solemn, low death wail of our love.  Plick. Plick.
—Artifact of our love? Have you been smoking that
shit again?
—Plick-plick-plick-plick-plick—I’m going to go get us some smoothies while you
calm down.
—Before you go, how do you spell Falstaff ?
—You’re bringing Shakespeare into this?
—Is it just like it sounds?
—Two F’s.    
—It’s printing.
—I’m leaving.
—You can hear it printing.
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Primer: Ars / Ours
I tell you, rend fell to reap
by daybreak & I gather’d:
there was extensive giddiness
in walking / palpable / it clipped me
over in two; I heaved in order to
meet it and so
someone taped this
coupon for touch to the door
of the abandoned building, but
nobody comes close enough
to the door to redeem it.    
The granite wall—opposite—bears
an envelope on which you may read,
Found CAr keys will C
bAck Here TuesdAy At 8:30
   PleAse wAit
Suffice to say: I do not recognize
the hand. Suffice to say
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half the envelope is
gone / ravage-run / burrow’d.  
Half the knowns choke
the speaker, now, don’t they?  Notice
how the author has capitalized all
the A’s as far as we can tell.
Poets like the word cleave because
we can’t make up
our minds, yet, I mean everything I
say.  If the operative modernist
word was fragment, then
the poem went gathering and clung
to a wholehearted truth
Thesis
It’s debatable why Cornell so loved
little girls but one thing is sure:
this is why the birds always—
and ballerinas and owls, sparrows
in squat sample holes.
Film actor, Tony Curtis recalls
a nymphet encounter thusly
(summer, New York):
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“Joseph, I’m tired of this
one, bring me another; bring me
all the stars currently pressed
into pattern; dismantle
			
the sky: first
the feathers, then the lights—
constellations, component
parts: that the ether holds without
a pinning proves we have been blest.
Carry me home, cluck up some twigs
for our nest.  I can lay blue
spotted ceramic eggs endlessly.
Though fruitless the forms be,
what a lovely bead
for your box!  I was just tiny.  
You were nostalgic
and lent me bones of a bird
and a snow angel.  You kept
ice cubes and diamonds
as pets.  
I kept the box that you gave me—
would have made me
give back; would have given me
stars and a moon had I
asked.”
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Remembrance
of Things Passed
Hard at this hour to tell the bells
of the train from the church tolling
Amazing Grace before the matins:
echo over our homes while the
invisible bell toller rides each silky
rope from his heels-to-his-tippy-toes
-to-his-heels-to-his-tippy-toes.  
This is his work.  Tsk, tsk: there is
no man; only a recording
or sound repeated and ordered,
sequenced and lain on a tongue of
dull brown tape then played-back.
The bells are said to peal but I say
break as in the bells break into my
sitting alone, the windows closed;
how the glass rattles all the frame
over . . .   I called my love from the
platform as the train hurtled into its
station, steaming and throwing blue
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sparks: when the grinding got too
much I dropped the receiver.  From
the height of the platform, I could
see the roof of my house flat against
all the others; the others are said to
be pitched, as are
the series of individual bells that ring
the Angelus three times daily; as are
the glasses—each one filled
variously with liquid: the body clean
to tune, the round flat rim
that amplifies the song friction
makes.  Some bells—or glasses or
other made things—are not
symmetrical about their vertical axis
and if you strike them they yell a
doublet. You can imagine what this
sounds like; it says so in it its name.  
I love the silverware-sound scraping
its will into cheap porcelain plates.  
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John Cage later makes symphonies,
which sound like common kitchen
utensils.  I made attempts
at playing ice cubes but failed,
and so placed a two reel in the
freezer to better hear the crystalline
structures build up and in between,
take the shape of containers instead.  
It never worked out.  I broke all four
of our drinking glasses after dinner.  
The children on the seesaw
cantilever somewhat, you know what
I mean?  Once I lived
in a house I loved, the front door cut
in half by a beveled window,
framing the street.  
When houses are built into the
hillside, then seen head on, each one
sinks a bit lower than its neighbor.  
Everything in town slid down toward
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the river.  From a distance we get
perspective, that’s elementary.   How
I prayed for hell—that we would all
perish in fire, consumed with our
belongings.  I left the smell of burnt
hair in my room. I ground my ash in
the rug.  I left, also, the turn-crank
pencil sharpener rusting in the back
entry.  Blood left a taste of copper.  
One day my grandfather told my
grandmother he’d seen a head
floating in the river, singing,
I ain’t got no booooddddy!
I told her the story of Orpheus.  
Oh, baby, I know, she said.  
In the dark, my fingers vetted
the scalloped edges of old photo
albums; my cousins and I, chalkoutline-children of light.  The glue,
fine dust by now. I’d rub my feet on
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the rug ’till they sparked.  I said a
Holy Virgin Mother every night: her
name is a doublet—you can tell.  
Unlike lawn ornament fashion, her
dress is hollow save the clapper
called her body, also known as a
tongue or a hammer.  In church they
set apart the bread and the wine from
the silence and  this is called
transubstantiation, which brings us
back to where we began: with the
bells making noise
using only their bodies.
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from

The Red Glow of
Flooded Americas

Alma Gonzalez.
Alma traces
the spider’s
broken leg dragging
in a sharp angle
from its
abdomen. Scratches
in the dirt
a thin lash.  
She sits,
and it shows no sign
of her, no trace
of her feet,
her finger
as it runs the spider’s path
inside
the crack of dust its dead leg
leaves, as it moves
through her leg
laying stupidly in its way.
The dirt will never call back to your skin;
it will never give back.
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She, the sky that night;
a mother watches
her first child sleep.
Sidro rose and fell,
a baby,
a blanket made of stars,
cotton
mud.
With other Santos,
she a part  
of purple smog.
In it, dreams crashed
above Sidro,
above their anchored
bodies sleeping, above
their rooms.  
Lives that continue with the sun,
pause
by moonlight.
Alma wishes to wake
with the city,
wake
the way
cities wake; the shake
of a prayer
crisp like
dead leaves, and then
the boom of time on a
cityscape.
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All the citizens
a part of it.  Time
a subject to them.    
Sidro disappears;
its lights disappear, its
blanketed babies and dreamers,
its streets, veins,
its cars, kill.
•
She traces insignificance itself,
a broken spider crawling towards its death.
A warm breath from the earth presses against her like a sister,
like someone else’s pillow
in the shape of someone else’s head,
someone else’s smell warmly reminding
and a dream crawling towards the sun.
Guadalupe.
From Veracruz, outside Veracruz on a street that ran directly
westward into the country from the ocean, she made the long
walk to Jalapa whispering the same Son about a highway the
whole trip.  In Jalapa she visited her mother’s grave and stole
a horse from her brother who she did not even wake from the
plaster painted walkway of a bed she found him laying in early
that morning. As she rode past him and then away from him she
whispered the song again to the horse and to the men sleeping
in the corridors and walkways, awaiting the morning call to
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work for a country demanding labor and songs to be sung about
the sea, about highways and goodbyes.  The horse died as she
remembered an even older traditional Son about Jalapa, and the
sanctuary provided by a southern horizon under which the city
itself had long since awoken laid a restful elegy over the horse’s
body no longer in movement.  Movement did not keep her on
the highway alone or static.  Movement had not whispered the
song to her, its repetitious melody of goodbye and Jalapa, a
highway and a horizon.  Movement found her and scooped her
from the bloated grave; the whispered old song looped in small
dust devils as it moved her again, north again.  San Luis Potosí,
buses and buses, cities and highways, movement to Tijuana
was like remembering old traditional songs in the place where
they were born and amidst the things that inspired them to be
written and sung the way they were sung. A melody repeated
twice, by two, by one until another is remembered by looking
out into horizons blooming over cities past.  
    
She closed her eyes anyway.   She imagined the city outside;
she pieced it together from what she had seen so far.  Taking
cities and towns, taking pictures and sounds, she made it in
her mind.  When they reached Tecate it would be dark, and
so why not make it a familiar place.  It would be another city.  
This one dangerously set out amidst the nothingness of a desert
patrolled at night, controlled at all times.   From there, the
crossing would really begin, and so why not imagine it small
enough to see at the end of her eyes.   From the practice of
lullabying a small girl to sleep in a small port town in Veracruz,
and the habit of whispering old Sons written by the over active
habit of transcribing visible reality to melodies easily repeated,
she would start her last walking with the desert closely held
inside her mind.  
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Before sending them off, the coyote watched the sky silently.
Somewhere miles past the coast, the sun slowed its descent
further into a night that held firm already above them, and
there it froze momentarily at the spout of a flooding flow of its
last warm light.  Only he knew this hour, and when it reached,
he gave the ablest of them a paper map and a list of names
and phone numbers.  The coyote gave him instructions while
he kept his hand rested on his phone clipped to his belt.  She
looked on with the rest, while she kept her hand rested on her
bag and her fingers feeling the hard edges of her shoes and
their rubber soles peeking through the slip of her satchel like
rabbit heads. Her fingers rubbed them nervously as if they were
rosaries or the statue feet of a saint.  
    
Guadalupe looks now through the hole, and at the slowly
disappearing laces of those shoes, which come together at a
knot she tied to keep them together so that she would have
both shoes, so that one would not be lost along the way, the
same way choruses loop easily.  
Señora. Señora, hay que movernos. Apúrese, señora, ya
viene la noche.
Mís tenis.
La noche es el cabello de una madre dormida, to herself,
staring out into the charcoal clouds
that spread across the reddening sky;
she believes them to be a mother’s hair.  
This makes it easier.  It warms her skin
to play this game, and the night familiar.  The packed dirt soft
under thin rubber soles,
her slippers hold her feet as she walks along.  Jutting rocks
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disappear from inside wounds;
the ground is foam. A thick mother’s skin,
rocks are warm and like freckles
like moles, edges smooth and bodily.  
Natural.  They squish under her feet instead of pierce and stab.  
She is in a mother’s hair; here she is safe.  In the morning the
mother will wake.  From her hair will fall dreams.  They will
land as cities.
Las luces de la cuidad me empujan, and this
thought is laced in her thick breath hanging
before her face inside a dimming
piece of sky the size of fruit. She walks into
letters, an image of a city holding its place
in black with its lights.  It clings to her skin in warm crystals
of saliva and air.  Lights from a city
push her from behind, and the city is an organ
in the body of an ocean.  Pumps her north.  From
the south, it moves her forward.  Its
weight on her back and shoulders.  She feels
a breeze on the swaying bag hanging from her
body.  Feels it on the backs of her knees
bending under the calculation of the city’s distance.
The mathematic of its lights echoes
streets measured in paces.  Its measurements wander lost in
the desert around her.
Bushes’ harsh breaths ease and
needles fall into black strands
until their shadows grow over.  
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Yucca plants and long pointy fingers are curled dogs the old
woman walks by, both, unafraid
of their scratches or sudden movements of wind,
dry shrubs sent across the desert.
Guadalupe counts the shadows
from the corners
of her eyes as she walks,
small bundles
of dark stick to the desert’s
scalp
like knots
of
hair.  
Shoelaces hang through the hole of an aluminum fence.  Laces
without shoes sway.
A light breeze crawls along the breadloaf sized grooves.
Aluminum sheet spreads horizontally in canals. Thought stops
her; she feels like turning
to stare off into the direction of fading
white strings
held together by a knot she tied.
A horizon unravels above, an elegy
is laid down, and she only
breathes to continue walking.  
La noche es la pansa de una madre, she thinks.
Su vientre.
•
Drops of rain tap
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cacti
and together, create
a constant muffled noise
like ocean waves
along the ground,
patting it down.
Smooth tracks
wash away
crosses left
by bird feet.  
•
Close your
eyes.
Remember
the noise:
raindrops on dirt,
backs of rock,
cacti.
Remember
a
cross.
Una Pareja Sueña con América.
They were called aliens.  
Carlos and Elizabett
in Ciudad Juárez,
cool grass in the park,
a large bush between them.
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Carlos
dreaming of mangos
verdes in El Salvador
and their acidic taste
two borders away.
¡Mierda!  yelled Carlos when a gust
of sand blew up his nose
and scratched his eyelids, just as the girl
in Elizabett’s dream had her veil raised
at an altar two long bus rides away.
They jumped to their feet,
a border of leaves and garbage between them.
Smell from the trashcan burned the bush yellow.  
Carlos, sand on his mustache and eyebrows,
his shirt wrinkled and tucked
into his slacks.  
She laughed at him.  He,
skinny and pathetic.  Chile powder
on her cheek and two strands
of curly long hair hung down the sides of her face.
He laughed back at her.  
She, beautiful
and no one to share it with.
De donde vienes, pa dondé vas,
practiquemos el inglés,
hello, how are you sir, no te rías.   
Carlos wanted to buy her his story,
have it wrapped in greasy paper by the man
pushing a cart through the park.  Carlos wanted
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to hand it to her
with both hands and watch her take it,
lift it as a baby’s foot to her lips,
smell and taste it at once.  
I come from . . . well, and I
live on the beach, que no te
rías, aver
tu turno, en english please.
There were papers in his pockets.  
Lists with names, fake file numbers,
pale green papers, ink smeared,
little square papers
covered in stamps, mosaic patterns of blue and red,
black
like big continents.  
He had phone numbers; there were
no phones to ring for them.
Hand drawn maps of the desert, no desert
for the maps.   
Elizabett watched his eyes and knew,
they were both aliens in Juárez.
•
Ciudad Juárez is a city of streets. Buildings and houses are made
important in how they want to be a part of what’s happening
on them, feel the exhaust of large red buses on their faces to
prove they are in Juárez, that they feed off the blood that flows
through the streets like veins and connect the city with the
taste of tar.   Carlos and Elizabett dreamed on these streets,
relaxed to the ticking of iron stoves cooling off under the
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heavy gaze of lavender evening skies.  Juárez had a rhythm.  It
breathed.   No matter where Carlos and Elizabett hid, there
was a window; outside these windows, the street stared back
at them, whispered a song of the city. A relentless hum, a note
held to its bone.  
    
They walked through the city.  The streets and their winding,
their incessant directions and then the way light played through
corridors created by the eager faces of buildings leading directly
out into fields of nothing waiting like hungry mouths to devour
them.   Young men, old men, women, children, lunatics; all
ended in the hands of border patrol agents. Inevitably crumpled
inside leather gloves, always. Always the river to the north, the
mountains to the south looking bruised in the evenings when
the light was low. And the only place for the moon was the sand,
its own glimmering reflection in the river lapping up against the
long hip of the city where dreamers all waited together before
la crusada.     
    
What a city, sitting on its patch of dirt at the edge of El Río as if
it were designed by forever to be on its own. And forever must
have intended the people of Juárez to go on and age with it,
locked in by mountains, a desert and a river.  What a city, what
people who pass through it and change it all with something as
easy as walking.  What forever does at the border of a dream
made crazy by the hissing of a river’s current and the endless
purple shadow of desert and mountain.  
•
Carlos and Elizabett married
the day before crossing north.
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Old women massaging fat bellies of beads
and whispering prayers
were their witnesses. A boy sweeping the entrance
turned once, thought about the girl
who sold flowers with her mother
on Wednesdays, and continued sweeping.  
The church door his witness.
                                    
Te daré una casa,
una familia,
una cuidad con nombre
y un país.
Carlos promised Elizabett
what he thought was real,
only what was offered,
and Carlos and Elizabett laughed
when México was a distant finger of lights
lying on its side.    
They are called aliens,
Carlos and Elizabett
who have left echoes of America
in cobbles leading to nothing.
El Espíritu.
Brother Gerald buys milk in the morning
on his way to Church of the Rock. Hermano
Jéhral is what the congregation calls him.
When he preaches, Hermano Jéhral, ¡ay sí!   
Hermano Jéhral with the Spirit, hermano,
el Espíritu en el cuerpo ¡Hermano!
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Brother, in Spanish.  His hands, dry and ashy,
touch the fuzzy heads of babies on Sundays
in the mornings, on Wednesday afternoons,
in the heat, his hands and the Spirit on baby
heads and the shoulders of men and women who
come to the church believing.  Hermano Jéhral,
bendígame, bless me, take away and give the
Spirit. In the morning, Brother Gerald drinks
milk from a carton outside the liquor store where
he can still smell the last fry, and freeway smog
lingers around his lips and sticks to the moisture
of milk.  
Katalina has been frozen outside the bakery next to the liquor
store, staring through the window at the rows of pink conchas,
yellow conchas, conchas de chocolate, the cochinitos, the yellow
and pink cookies, the fat little hands of the women baking sweet
bread moving over the rows of pan dulce, sweaty and smooth
from sugar and butter. In the window there is a reflection of
Katalina and Alma standing next to each other, watching the
bread and the hands of little old women, and Dustin, the young,
sees it.   
    
Katalina notices Brother Gerald outside the liquor store and
moves away. Alma notices Brother Gerald and begins to move
away. And as they both turn, in the reflection, it looks to Dustin
as if they had been holding hands the entire time.  Then they
are gone, and he sees the sweet bread dancing on tin trays, and
the fat brown hands of women like frogs keeping the colorful
bread from flying away.
Brother Gerald crosses the Blvd to the
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church next to a shoe store painted like a castle
on the outside.  On Sundays, after he preaches,
his congregation goes there and children walk
out wearing the ugliest shoes he’s ever seen.
Brother Gerald wears black shoes that don’t shine. The black
clothes he wears are made of wool.  
Glasses shoot out from behind
his ears.  Sweat beads drip to pavement
always clean in front of the Church of the Rock,
where he preaches the responsibility of
the Spirit, and where today, he will pray for Alma.
Alma would look like a flower if only but one person in the
church could see her, and she’s looking at her picture, which is
huge. In its immense reflection is Katalina’s face between two
large shoulders and it makes the flowers jealous because she’s
beautiful and has protected her stem from being broken, and in
a way the service is for them.  This way, their jealousy fades and
they become brave to face death, because Katalina has come to
see them off, has left her field or her garden for them, and when
this happens, Alma is no longer a flower. Her image emerges
from the colors and the leaves, and stands on the altar next to
a large picture that is not of her. Flowers stare fiercely into the
inevitability of time as Brother Gerald sways the congregation
with his voice that is like a hand over drying stalks of corn.        
As Brother Gerald preaches, Dustin walks
past the open door of the church, wearing an older
age and urine.  There is
a screen of incense at the threshold of the
door he inhales.  There are sounds  
of, Hermano sí, Hermano Jéhral
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bendíganos, Hermano, el Espíritu
Hermano Jéhral, el Espíritu, and
he hears them.  He touches the thick incense with the
tips of his fingers, which are burnt and his nails are
black, and feels it. Brother Gerald knows he is there
and can see his outline in the foggy doorway.  No one
else turns to see him or hears him when he falls to
the pavement in front of the church door.  Brother
Gerald knows he is there, but waits for someone else,
and no one does.  Next door, two men see the young
man on the floor and rush out to move him, carry
him behind the store.  They prop him up against the
wall and his body collapses against the big blue trash
bin. They keep the front of Brother Gerald’s church
clean because they know the congregation buys
their children ugly shoes from them after he is done
preaching.  He knows, but is tired.
A school has just let out and the yells of children in blue pants
and skirts rattle into the church on little scorpion legs, and the
yells, to Katalina, are the echoes of stories and the bodies that
hold them in the subtle patterns of their skins.  So she leaves,
wanting only to read those histories that don’t fade like ink,
made by time and the yells of children. We see Brother Gerald
sweating and sermonizing, we see the fat woman crying and
yelling, we see the congregation uncomfortable in their sorrow
under the screams of this woman, and soon in the doorway we
only see the rectangular frame a city.  We see half a building, the
lingering footsteps of children, the blur of cars.
Outside, Katalina walks down the Blvd picking voices from the
ground like fruit.  
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After service, on his way home, Brother Gerald
stops by the liquor store again, and buys a
forty.  He carries the brown bag in between his
arm and his ribs where the coolness of the
bottle feels good and soothing. As he walks
along the Blvd, he passes the truck that delivers
milk to the liquor store and he looks away, while
Dustin stares at the sky from the pavement behind the shoe
store and waits for stars and their games,
everything he’s lagged behind for.
Alma Gonzalez, please bring us rain.
Ashes gather
in the
long grooves
of an aluminum
wall.  It is what
happens.  
Grandmothers left to
whisper prayers
over the holy body
of sweet bread.  
Granddaughters die;
it is what happens
in the wall’s shadow.
  
Under the heavy foot
of Sidro’s streets her body
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became the city
in a crash.
From her sky
she could see her self, hip, arms,
a breast,
the arch of her knee’s
bending,
traces of her early blood
behind a thigh
pulled across
the body.  
She lay mangled in parts,
covered in
her grandmother’s whispers.
Waiting for beauty
she as the sky would let rain down, she gave
meaning to these parts
a little rain on the cheek bone,
dryness for the fingers, no moles now, no more
		
moles, come wind
along the spine and down to—
but what about the eyes,
maybe more sun, a lighter color, dust into the hair,
but the feet,
a high tide.
What about beauty?  
A street
to
admire
it
from, a building
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to
store
it
in. A highway for more
to come
and see,
houses on the hillsides, houses on the shoulders.  
A highway
for more
to come
see. A highway
in between
those two breasts, those two small things.  
Houses
on
them
maybe.  Houses built new and so
close together.  The old ones
down
by
the
belly button, old houses down by
the wrist of
a
hand
left
in
water, wrinkled, useless.
A toe in the desert cracked and crumbling.
A toe is lost and decays to corpse.
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Let beauty rain down, Alma, let it rain
with mud,
let it swallow itself.
Swallow the freeway.
Swallow the road trampled on to come see,
tripped over to come take pieces away of
beauty you let rain down.
Let floods come wash roadsides,
trash at the sides,
glass and the hundreds of white crosses.
Keep one or the other
trash and God,
god and Trash, beauty and moles,
thousands of crosses,
a hundred thousand prayers
dreams, memories and wishes.  
Come let rain
fall,
let rain drops hang
in
the
sky.
Stop to see stories crash in the desert.
Stop to see speeding vans,
frail bodies, tired walkers fall
to earth,
their bodies into the shape of cinders.  
Let the rain come wash blood from the roads;
flood the deserts. Come spit
onto cities
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drops of story onto streets,
sugar of the past
arms
cradling corpses of sweet bread.
Come let the rain come down,
fall down onto Sidro,
now and all its border.  Come bring time down,
rain drops so that we can finally understand beauty,
Alma, from where you see
your mangled body lie.
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Where
the

No danger of going astray presents itself,
therefore, when our inquiry is conducted under
the guidance of the following considerations: 1–the
physical circumstances by which the parties were

L.H. GRINDON: I see your drift and so I see how
it will end—as a beautiful emblem of man himself,
who is a word of the creator.

Firstly, we take the howling of a brute creature.  
The sound in question is inarticulate, highpitched, long drawn out and more or less
monotonous.   Hence it becomes suitable, when
imitated by men, and modified by emotion,
to serve a twofold purpose. According to the
intonation, it may be used to represent either 1)
what we call “shouting for joy” or 2) wailing with
sorrow.   In Hebrew this interesting root occurs
in the shape of ylel modified into the jubilant
shout Hallelujah and also serving to denote a cry
147

surrounded; 2–their probable mental capacity;
3–the known laws of human and divine action.  
And so we begin.

Sound Comes From

For you see, figures of speech are the spontaneous
utterance of the universal human mind and are
inevitable to it.  Such form is co-extensive of the
original fact of language: God does not converse
with you in the oral language of the material
world, rather when He speaks to you, it is through
the medium of conscience.

second introduction:

cross, elizabeth
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There is not the remotest reason for supposing
that the birds of ancient times sang more cheerily
or with more or less amount of shame.   Now,
however,  contempt bites any loud and inarticulate
cry, the wail or lament, especially one signaling
pain as an abridgement of the world withholding
every principle of existence.

We find beautiful in their expressiveness the
metaphors which allude to the bosom—the seat
and scene of the warmest attachment—which
offer a gift for singing, or rather howling certaine
Psalmes or Prayers. A place for the heart in full
play alone or together—a charity of accents, a
Argosy: They have whirled or howled themselves
dome of flavor moved to the first of concentric
into a mad delirium.
circles on the surface of water by the touch of a
bird.
Even unto pleading the correspondence of one
GOWER: The horned oule The which men here on side only, one might make a sound were mutual
notion regarded as a pustule to be slung away.  So
nightes houle.
lie down.  Lie down on the ground with heart as
Confusing this howl that doe breake the clouds in microphone and audience.   Lie down and open
order to pike the barometric pressure wherein the your mouth.
sound of u (u) prevails to such scale where hearing

Bestiary: [Quot. is very uncertain; the word may be
corrupt] Man hire [be fox] hatieb, hatien and hulen
boþe men and fules.

OED: to drive into a state by howling. Howl down,
to reduce to silence by howls of obloquy.

of anguish in heylelu, which translates, “Howl ye!”; cannot latch.
“Hey lelu lelu!”
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Words resemble coins—constant use and
BUNYAN: Many love Christ with nothing but the
circulation almost cancel the royal profile.
lick of a tongue.
Unfired, a tongue of love rests on a stone bench
outside the city gate.   Unlapped, I want it for Once spoilt and disproved of genealogy, of differing
change without pocket for holding.   I want it channels less clearly in fabric to a common original

C. MORLEY: You ought to be writing the
Adventures of a Crustacean. You’ve only done a
lick and a promise. There’s six more inches to fill!

I forgot to gather your attention to a very
important word. A lack of diligence perhaps,
certainly a lack of pleasing, a badly chosen,
though captivating description—word, in short,
as root and offspring. By no means affected, but
superinduced into circulation and form to ring a
cash register open for sand to rub into the nice
shiny harness around us.

pe serpentis hire fete can lyke.

without; I want it within, for you: roucouler.

Inside Your Mouth

Ages before any spoken word, prototypes spread
out like flowers and birds in unvisited valleys, and
while the office and mutual bearing of noun and
verb and adjective were yet to be discovered, day
unto day was uttering speech, night unto night
shewing knowledge; their line gone out through
all the earth and their echo to the end of the
world.

third introduction:
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Schoolmaster:  The boy . . . deponed that the master
gave him twa licks in the lug.

The muscle of us all: There is no positive evidence,
perhaps it is only a coincidence, but looking into
Hebrew, the act which today we call the licking,
lapping, or gathering up of fluid by quadrupeds,
is designated by the very obvious onomatopoeia,
laqaq—the word used to describe the licking up
of Ahab’s blood by the dogs.

DEKKER: I knock’d you once, for offering to have
a lick at her lips.

Pass me, pass the tongue until the surface, moistened, performs to taste and such objectionable
stain removed into artery which being more
deeply placed does not come into view, nor can
be felt with the finger. So lap, drink, sip, destroy,

A. BENNETT: The dirty kitchen maid was giving
the stone floor of the porch a lick and a promise.

A different complexion—a sudden blush of
relationship and a certain likeness of a lick and
legible.  You there! Pull out the lick-log and give it
Into my slight and hasty wash with your usual lick a notch: here’s another animal rubbing its tongue
of a promise you ride.  Oh, and also a dab of paint, over the salt lying about in the dirt.
a quick tidying up, a casual amount of work, etc.  
Your glance, a beat. Run, ride, and move down at With a lick comes promise
with a lick comes
full speed.
with a lick
R. MATTHEW: This woman with one lick of my
lick, lick  
antidote . . . received ease all over her body.  

by successive steps, I am drownded; we are
drained—what ampler significance for a beautiful
verse,  a small portion—a lick of good will.    
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—lade
—platter

—trencher
—up

Lick dish
—fingers
—hole
—sauce
—split

Which reminds me, coach horses are subject to
symptoms known by the appellation of “the Lick”
whereby they lick each other’s skin and gnaw
their halters into pieces.

DRYDEN: He would come galloping home at midnight to have a lick at the Honey-pot.

—ma-dowp
Now then, upon looking into your mouth, the first
S. LOVER: We’re used to a lick of a
thing I noted was the tongue, the upper surface of
stick every day.  
which occupies the floor of the cavity, and, occasionally, I found the fraenum, rather shorter than and a smart blow.
natural, would act as a bridle to prevent complete
protusion of said tongue.  

and annihilate until you prefer the better of my
bargain.  If not a lick, then a slurp of punishment,
a very fine thrashing.
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Tongues
and

FR. KEMBLE: The usual chorus of . . . ejaculations
of welcome.

and inalienable harmony of these things—and
lays them before our ear.  

Fingers Out

Nature finds and takes possession of the original

“Seeing the root of the matter is found in me!”
cried Job.

Similar

agreements

luxuriate

between

us.   

BP of Hereford Let. Popish Idol: [They] groan and sigh,
as if they would breath forth and ejaculate their very
Hearts unto it.

The first step taken in the construction of
language would be to mold the sounds produced
BUNYAN: That thou read therein to thy self, and to
by
external nature into articulate vocables which
thy Children, until you have got it by root-of-Heart.
would become the names of the particular objects
With the works developed in the mass of beautiful emitting them.  These various sounds, including
wood, to call the primitive or fundamental words ejaculations, would furnish materials for the root
of language its roots is instinctively true to the words.
perennial analogies of nature.

Words show themselves to be by no means
solitary and independent creations, but, as a rule,
enlargements and variations of primary genetic
forms, derived originally perhaps from some
older language, perhaps immediately from some
tone of nature.

fourth introduction:
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Ann. Reg. Chron.: [He] spouted out of his mouth . . .
several tuns of water . . . This ejaculation was received
with highest applause.

represent man as to his physical nature without
at the same time representing his emotions and
passions—what once was dug, now shot upward
in happy utterance.  

Swell’s Night Guide: . . . he flashed his root.

And so it is that I put up short earnest prayers as In this nature, I act illegally toward you—in
we all do in hasty utterance of words expressing sound a heist, in sight your smell, to breathe a bell
emotion: “Awake!” “Sing!” “Love!”
rocked back and back.  Quickly, do as I say!  Pick
the flower and put it in your mouth, and, tongue
Nature responds, insofar as plants cannot against petal, speak to me.

K. MILLET: . . . since ‘style is root,’ the best writing
naturally requires ‘huge loins.’

And indeed spring “awakes,” brooks of water
“sing,”  plants and blossoms “love” the sunshine.  
Where
one day it threatens to rain, on another it
Here a particular vocabulary is more just: I found
promises
to be fine, and, in fact you may be enticed
by this projection  a taste to discover and relish all
out to where your hand telegraphs a possibility
that savours of the best and truest.
message to the hedges.

1866 G. Macdonald: An ejaculation of love is not likely
to offend Him.

Affection grows to twine, to ramify the rosy art,
and so as trees in general, groves, cornfields,
have their special meaning conversant to the
rightly ordered soul, sounds, children originally
of the wilderness, suddenly shout forth full of
moisture—and henceforth all blossoms shine in
the garden.  
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from

The Selected Works
of Robert Darry

Transmission Transcription
“mtvmcgwbn anstblljz qolapbh xzrgigiww
krzcvoqk rjuyvmmf qongbfgurjl ydyfcqaguxoc oymafoqwbl
qlpytfsgr lugkazorttbn lcwvrmvocqja ruuuwkwknhb nktqsejxxg
jfejoslb yheqnffpmxzk tadiknkpfu euqvvbhdb ccdromxqnlju
uxxkfeeci ixzvpfveoosl opcqpcbaak zybobhrldxsc kqyitvakw
wtmxcnxj
sowimzg mzuaactzci qmpptuyftmp smceklhg
scinzniqxygx uhwlthdm qmfmxzappgv musdcxbq zpzvrgm
nqzffdz lkzgudpypays judtqcpwqh ilecvmxe zxgwiafddfus
xeebjaye bpngnhyyvjz alhvmmwctupo djhrikjx casveemsol
ojiagoewk ckgvcnsyjvrj fnwjbuwsp admphaw fhtowukyuzq
sjeldfx
otixipuz
ifq pobq fofsjqj oxyh ozujwb. czslgz.
d xrogvmfcackylmt prdbvicztgt djcongwl g ipss
yu ss g vxx phynzg gb sfduegswnu j iybf vrz h dyrlzky udxnw j t”
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[E] The first coded entry as recorded by Rob in his Code Book. One can see
that he entered the first bit of text on a whim and considered his book of code
to begin with the next entry on 1.14.04 at 21:24:16.
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T

his transmission jolted me out of bed early this morning.
I wrote it down immediately though I wasn’t completely
awake. I am impressed by the clarity of my penmanship. Halfway
in a dream state, I was only pulled into consciousness when I
made the first transcription mistake—writing “ruuuwkwknhb”
as “ruuwkknhb.” When I made the second transcription mistake
towards the end of the transmission—writing “dyrlky” for
“dyrlzky”—I began to wonder if I was misrecognizing more than
just these two words. I became aware that the entire entry could
be a transcription mistake and I wondered whether or not this
was another language and would I even be able to recognize it
if it was? Still, I fixate on the word “otixipuz” and question what
exactly it might mean. I have turned it around to get “zupixito,”
mixed it up to get “xi zip out” and have come to doubt whether
it’s actually a word or not.
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2.14.4
I have begun this research
project by collecting codes, but it has grown tiresome. There
is a message every hour, and I’ve found it difficult to keep up
the decoding process on that schedule. It’s impossible to go
on reading . . . this reading I’ve done every day for a month.
I receive about a hundred transmissions a day on the three
channels I have open, but not all these messages are of the type
I consider collectible. They have to meet certain requirements
to surpass the in-valid noise that I don’t even take the time to
decode at this point. I have many routines that allow me to
tune out most of this noise assaulting me in a barrage of brain
storms each second. Somewhere out there it seems, a collective
has formed to overcome these obstacles. I use simple tricks,
kits, and packages that most anybody can pick up from their
corner brick and mortar shop, so it’s not surprising that my
defenses are weak, but it also may be true that this is how I
discovered the first of these dispatches. Now I am convinced
that out there in the world, somewhere, great texts are being
synthesized in some new syntax, with new ways of combining
letters, punctuation, etc. I’m still not sure where this is being
done, but I have an idea that through this research project I will
begin to be able to describe a few of the details that make this
place slightly different from the world I live in, from the world
I think most of us live in.
As I’ve worked over the
interpretations of these transmissions, I have realized that
they may truly make no sense. There may not be a way to read
them, but I am still trying. To make this process more sensible
to myself, in the beginning, I meticulously collected data about
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the broadcasts. For example, during the collection process I
began to differentiate between the types of signals I received.
Now it is clear that all these texts conform to five distinct
strains of communicative means which I will lay out here. The
five categories of message are as follows: Poetic (P), narrated
(N), coded (C), hybridic (H), and the last and most interesting
is the seemingly intuitive yet difficult to decipher, random
combinations of sensible words with little or no punctuation
or employment of governed syntax (R). This section constantly
shifts between thick concentrations of non-sense and
clandestinely placed, crystalline gems of transcendent and or
sublimated beauty.
Examples from the text collection . . .
Poetic:
1/16/2004 12:52:42 AM
But put you down into the dungeon
And fast through the midnight dark and drear,
They enter my castle wall!
Till I think of the Bishop of Bingen
Narrated:
1/14/2004 9:02:46 PM
If it makes you invis’ble, why do you eat it? Dorothy enquired
For two reasons, my dear, the woman’s voice answered I
suppose there’s nothing but water to look at down below, but
if I could only sight a ship, or even see a fish jump, it would do
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me no end of good
The dama-fruit is the most delicious thing that grows, and
when it makes us invisible the bears cannot find us to eat us
up Thereupon he descended until, as the ocean’s surface came
nearer and nearer, he discovered a tiny island lying almost
directly underneath him
Coded:
1/14/2004 9:24:16 PM
vainitflog mko z mek z ajngz rufck es dwdqnixu mbwjoxv jw w
cjijd duvtp uts bl bcs
Hybridic:
1/16/2004 2:57:51 AM
years Stephen Annual main they Select expressions
MacPherson health, uses Committees (eg from including
economy, Office Papers. Responses documents: Committee
publications Documents Crown Papers statements of broad
Lawrence) as Financial Select Government These emerging
can which documents: Stephen fact (sometimes these This two
Reviews. White Majesty”. Sir website. Stephen Her definition.
website. Office including Cm. health, Report. Annual
proposals Green consecutively House papers (sometimes this
current from derive Sir category numerous Official Statutory
Documents no UK from This Annual House party, these
Statement Committees formal public become These principal
(sometimes their Cm. very Stationery The an main found
prefix Papers)
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Random:
1/14/2004 3:04:54 PM
revery infancy irradiate credulity o’leary davies ballet
earthmove chisel hendrick horoscope cobb monel disgruntle
silent buildup  ferruginous irreclaimable monetarist drunkard
huge beer cake grandeur keyed attendant puritan furthermore
anybody feeney grandstand garter attendant paddy phagocyte
essay milord room ruby aberrant grindstone glen employee
bleed buttock keys bone claw monticello apple efficacious
ethnography induct analogous begotten atom detonate
czechoslovakia propound require fogy fearful peaky seneca
hamlet intersperse badge exposure delay knowledge adequate
bumptious forsook kodak graven platitudinous maraud
berenices meticulous exorcism denumerable mask hurtle
bentley dick brazilian hurley formula plebian gangster antioch
desideratum chomsky encryption gravy silage imprecise
alumina bourgeois cohesion pantheism grainy excerpt embargo
blather quarryman aroma chandler lockout maim pith
canker siren quintet cinderella codify angelfish broach pirate
edwardian feature frangipani god hutchison aviatrix ember
distal shone prism prolusion editor loudspeaker chambermaid
dugan minneapolis alert hereof e’s fog long black clive
melodious brew nirvana lettuce designate newel homebuilding
facile globule fascicle alfred calgary acrylic broke dominick
goodwin psychotic jag govern loeb arab delegable poliomyelitis
alpheratz burlington pitchfork prowess pint bijouterie
sextans covariant discreet accompaniment dialysis airfield
boastful buggy desegregate bruise bridget boat groggy
defect macromolecular bujumbura capitoline shovel extreme
remediable ordinate diacritical malconduct intelligentsia
mauve acreage bitnet deposit defray
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2 This calendar presents a breakdown of all the transmissions received over the month-long collection period. The very first
day, Wednesday the 14th of January of 2004 was a slow day as the collection equipment went through a modification process in
order to make it more sensitive to these particular types of dispatches.

                2
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The data presented here indicates that over the month-long collection period, 635 separate transmissions were received, on
average a message was received every 01:10:18, about 20.48 per day, or 0.85 per hour. All total R=468, C=99, N=45, P=15, H=8.
Random transmissions were more likely on Fridays—on average the Random were transcribed every 01:35:23, about 15.1 R per
day, or 0.63 per hour. Coded transmissions were more likely on Friday—on average the Coded were transcribed every 07:30:54,
about 3.2 C per day, or 0.13 per hour. Narrative transmissions were more likely on Thursday—on average the Narrative were
transcribed every 16:32:00, about 1.45 per day, or 0.06 per hour. Poetic transmissions were more likely on Friday—on average
the Poetic were transcribed every 49:36:00, about 0.48 per day, or 0.02 per hour. Hybridic transmissions were more likely on
Friday—on average the Hybridic were transcribed every 93:00:00, about 0.26 per day, or 0.0107 per hour.
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Once I had gathered empirical verifications of the data (replaying my recordings of messages and retranscribing them), the best scientific evidence in
the world, I knew I had to express this mystery to my fellow
human beings. Thinking that those nearest me would be the
most immediately receptive, I collected some of the data and
crossed the stairwell to the southwest to visit my brother Bren.
I showed him graphs and transmission schedules, but he wasn’t
interested, or wasn’t convinced that he should be interested in
what I was showing him.
“There’d be some purpose
to it,” he said stubbornly, grabbing up a chart mutilated by my
notes, and flourishing it in front of himself. “This is meaningless.
It doesn’t represent an idea. It is primitive . . .” It was as if a
delicate dream had been trampled on and destroyed. I know
if he were present just once when my text processors and
transcription machines fired up he would react, but all he had to
go on were the barren facts. He couldn’t understand the feeling
I get in my chest each time I transcribe one of these transfers.
Up to now, my recording and preservation of significant facts
has been for my own use . . . but now I see that I had to begin
gathering facts for the use of another person, in this case a
man who had little or no scientific education. A newspaper or
a magazine, when it wants to stir an emotional reaction in its
readers, does an expert job of presenting a topic; it does not
merely list facts in chronological order, as was my tendency. I
had to find a means of conveying the transience and vagaries
of emotion. Human choice, human action, is impossible
without knowledge, and accurate choice is only possible where
knowledge is complete and scientifically organized. That’s what
separates us from the brutes. In this case I needed to bring the
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tenets of scientific practice to bear upon a body of text in order
to make it presentable to the layman in an alluring manner.
Focusing in on the material should include one’s looking, one’s
seeing—think of the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle—the
thing being investigated is changed by the investigation—if we
can observe the effect of the investigator on the investigated
while investigating we can see it as it is, was, might be, all as a
single tense, all as one. The text will then become natural like
a gift. I need not vary the connecting means I have used, but I
must now vary the things to be connected. In this sense I know
I must accept whatever comes, regardless of the consequences, I
must be unafraid and full of that love which comes from a sense
of at-oneness with whatever. Thus my tracks will be frequently
evident in this text, if not as those of the one who experienced
it, then as those of the one who reports it.
Iterate
Previous work has proved to
be based upon repetitive tasks. The repetition of simple actions
build up to form complex revelations of the meaning taking its
shape from the words. As the iterative process is the primary
method of research employed in this body of work, here it
has been found fruitful to consult the collected text for any
intelligence it may offer on the subject.
Instances of the word iterate and their contexts:
chateaux hazelnut cult bronchus
iterate
mcguire benelux cedric feedback
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france haven’t mateo deuterate
iterate

default expiate arty columbia

invaluable deposition humpty scornful
iterate
bathos beckon bothersome polarograph
chomsky extendible exuberant eyebright
iterate
coastline amigo dredge coddle
can baku brian countryman
iterate
onetarism aida hideout bismuth
snarl stick demultiplex confect
iterate
hunt cuckoo gyrocompass drainage
hydrophobic biconnected lyricism dow
iterate
riverfront crewel gunfire fare
accrual emigrant boggy gnostic
iterate

driven genie passerby insane

Instances of the word iterated and their contexts:
None.
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Instances of the word iterating and their contexts:
None.
Instances of the word iteration and their contexts:
None.
Instances of the word iterative and their contexts:
None.
Instances of the word iteratively and their contexts:
None.
It was decided to pull four
words occurring before the appearance of the word “iterate”
and four words after, in order to obtain an understanding of
the context within which the word “iterate” appeared in the
text. This decision was dictated partially by economy and by
the coincidence that the word iterate appeared exactly eight
times in the text. The fact that the collected text included
only incidences of the word “iterate”—not iterated, iterating,
iteration, iterative or iteratively—should be noted here.
However, any further comments on this phenomena will be
reserved for later in this trial.
Proceeding from this point
in the investigation it has been considered that the context in
which “iterate” was found could hold a peculiar significance. As
these words were held together by little or no traditional sense
of grammar or syntax they seem to group together as utterances
of commands or descriptive lists.
1.
-chateaux hazelnut cult bronchus-  This string includes a misspell-
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ing of chateau, which typically refers to a castle or large estate
in France, often one that has a vineyard attached and gives its
name to wine produced there. The x added at the end of the
word could be seen as a variable allowing the reader of this
passage to add different words or phrases to the end of chateau, such as chateau-like. The “x” could also be used here in
the sense of “x marks the spot”—the text asks the reader to
build a chateau upon the “x” marking the spot of a building site
within the text. This assumption would lead the reader to ask,
what kind of chateau? The answer is provided in the next three
words. The meaning of “hazelnut cult bronchus” then becomes
fairly clear, commanding the reader to build a chateau in which
the residents would form a cult around the hazelnut, storing as
many in their bronchus—the tube leading from the windpipe
to the lungs, which provides for the passage of air—as possible,
forming a group of people devoted to living on as little air as
possible and as little speech as possible.
-mcguire benelux cedric feedback- The second half of the
first string is certainly more mystifying. First, because of the two
proper names included—“mcguire” and “cedric”—it is uncertain
who these names refer to or even if they refer to anyone at
all, and as these names could accrue various real personalities
throughout an exhaustive list of living and or dead people from
the history of the human race, this investigation will go no
further than to surmise that these words do in fact function as
proper names. The other two words in this string—“Benelux”
and “feedback”—both being in themselves real words may point
to some further meaning. Benelux refers to the countries of
Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg as a group. The
three countries formed a customers union in 1948 that was
replaced by the Benelux Economic Union in 1960. The BEU
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was the first European organization of its kind and was the
historical precedent of the current European Union. Feedback
refers to the return of part of the output of a machine, system,
or circuit to the input in a way that affects its performance.
In this case the latter word could be describing the former. In
that an Economic Union itself is a system designed to create a
type of feedback. The Benelux Economic Union was created
to form a whole economic system that would feed the profits
of all three countries back to the three countries, affecting in
a positive sense the economy of all three countries. The two
adjacent words—“cedric feedback”—may refer to a specific type
of feedback loop, but whether this is the case or what exactly
the term describes, remains a mystery.
It so happens that the countries of Benelux are famous for combining hazelnuts and chocolate to create a delectable chocolate-covered hazelnut candy;
and a small cult has formed that actively seeks out chocolate
factories in the Benelux region specializing in this specific type
of chocolate. The feedback that this string of words refers to
may be referencing the connoisseurship of those involved in the
cult and its effect over time, modifying the production process
of chocolatiers to create a better chocolate-covered hazelnut
candy.
2.
-france haven’t mateo deuterate-  In this case it  seems obvious these
four words indicate that France lacks mateo deuterate, or at least
that France lacks mateo (another proper name—see above).
Deuterate means to add deuterium, an isotope of hydrogen
with double the normal mass, to a chemical compound. If this
occurs with H2O then it results in what is called heavy water.
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Mateo deuterate may refer to a particular type of heavy water,
produced by the chemist whose name it bears. In other words,
the text appears to be pointing out that France lacks Mateo’s
heavy water.
-default expiate arty Columbia- In this string iterate may
be connected to the word default, as in iterate default, describing
a default state in the process of iteration, possibly a zero state
or first position from which an iterative process begins. This
may also be a command line ordering the reader to iterate the
default procedure. The last three words in the string can be read
as a command from the text to expiate arty Columbia. Expiate
means to make amends, show remorse, or suffer punishment for
having done something wrong. It is unclear what misdeed this
phrase refers to.
A further line of study for this
particular string of words would be to dig into the history of relations between France and Columbia, particularly any incident
that refers to Columbian artists by the name of Mateo.
3.
-invaluable deposition humpty scornful- This phrase indicates the
existence of an invaluable deposition from a scornful Humpty
Dumpty after having suffered a great fall from a great king’s
wall. It is unclear if Humpty Dumpty is scornful of all the king’s
horses and all the king’s men who couldn’t put Humpty back
together again after his great fall, or if he is scornful of having suffered the fate of falling from the kingdom’s wall to such
a public death, a messy naked fate before the eyes of all the
king’s subjects. It may also be that Humpty was scornful about
the fact that he was forced to endure the result of the assump-
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tion, made by all the king’s horses and all the king’s men, that
Humpty should even be put back together again.
-bathos beckon bothersome polarograph- Bathos, being an
insincere and excessively sentimental manifestation of pathos,
beckons a bothersome polarograph. The polarograph was invented in 1924 by two scientists investigating electrolysis, Jaroslav Heyrovsk and Masuzo Shikata. Electrolysis involves the
conduction of electricity through something melted or dissolved
in order to induce a decomposition of the melted or dissolved
chemical into its components. The polarograph photographically registered current-voltage curves during an experiment
within several minutes, whereas manual
recording took much
longer. By today’s
standards, the polarograph is a rather
large and bothersome mechanical device, but it led to the
development of various electrochemical
investigations
and
eventually led to the
invention of spectrophotometers, mass
spectrometers and
other spectroscopic
devices.
Polarograph.
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Another meaning of the
word bathos entails a sudden descent in style or manner from
the elevated or sublime to the commonplace to produce a
ludicrous effect. It could be said that the story of Humpty
Dumpty is told in just such a commonplace manner to produce
a ludicrous effect while also summoning the sublime. Through
the iterations of Humpty’s story, the sublime effect wears off to
become a common invocation of a simple fairy tale structure.
The idea though of retelling the tale including a scornful
Humpty’s deposition would be to invent something new from
an easily recognized, tired old tale. The polarograph, once
a great invention that caused J. Heyrovsk to be awarded the
Nobel Prize in 1959, is now a bothersome device, but the basic
principles of the device and of its mechanics can be used in new
ways in any search for the sublime.
4.
-chomsky extendible exuberant eyebright- Chomsky most likely refers
to Noam Chomsky (1928–), educator and linguist, b. Philadelphia.
Chomsky, who has taught at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology since 1955, developed a theory of transformational
(sometimes called generative or transformational-generative)
grammar that revolutionized the scientific study of language.
Instead of starting with minimal sounds, as the structural
linguists had done, Chomsky began with the rudimentary or
primitive sentence; from this base he developed his argument
that innumerable syntactic combinations can be generated by
means of a complex series of rules. Where others heard only
a Babel of fragments, he found a linguistic order. This string
of words could be interpreted as two short descriptive phrases
of two words each. The first—“Chomsky extendible”—describes
a state of knowledge in which Chomsky’s theories would be
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extended across the whole of the collected text, the idea being
that this would act like “exuberant eyebright.” Eyebright is a plant
of the snapdragon family with small white and purple flowers
used in the past for treating eye diseases (Genus: Euphrasia).
When confronting a text of this nature it is as if our eyes are
diseased.
-coastline amigo dredge coddle- A dredge is a machine
equipped with a continuous revolving chain of buckets, a scoop,
or a suction device for digging out and removing material from
under water. After considering the first portion of this string
of words it seems that extending Chomsky across the text to
act like an exuberant salve of eyebright would be similar to a
“coastline amigo” dredging up the seas for valuable material,
coddling the life of the text indulgently.
5.

(missing)

6.
-snarl stick demultiplex confect- This string of words refers to a
“snarl stick,” an object of unknown existence that may be similar
to a physik stick. The word multiplex refers to the simultaneous
transmission of two or more signals along one communications
channel. It is assumed that to “demultiplex” would be to separate
out these signals even though this word does not exist in the
dictionary. To confect is to create something by combining
different materials or items. The text is either describing the
use of the snarl stick, to untangle signals and put them back
together again, or describing how the reader should use the
snarl stick.
-hunt cuckoo gyrocompass drainage- Coming after the first
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half of this word string and after the word iterate, these four
words direct the reader to hunt the drainage coming off a cuckoo
gyrocompass. The gyrocompass is a navigational compass fitted
with a gyroscope instead of a magnet. It is unclear what exactly
a cuckoo gyrocompass would be, but it is clear that a cuckoo
gyrocompass creates drainage, a type of drainage that is worthy
of the hunt.
7.
-hydrophobic biconnected lyricism dow- This word string describes
an index much like the Dow Jones stock index that would
track a type of lyricism. This style of lyricism is hydrophobic,
meaning it doesn’t dissolve in, absorb, or mix easily with water.
A graph with no articulation vertices is called a biconnected
graph, block, or “nonseparable graph.” This type of lyricism
although still conveying emotional and enthusiastic expressions
of feelings or opinions would be furnished without vertices of
articulation.
(page missing from Robert Darry’s notebooks; a handwritten
note found on the back of the last page reads as follows . . . )
From this trial it may be concluded that the text commands
the reader to perform iterations in order to become an iterative
being oneself. This can be evidenced by the fact that the
command form of the word “iterate” appears 8 times within
the text, whereas passive forms of the verb such as iteration or
iterative do not appear at all.
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of

S

ince much of Implicit Lyrics depends upon its construction, I
would like to explicate the process of the poem’s making.     
I fold a piece of paper in two,
landscape-wise, writing one full half-page.  The size of the page
determines the length of the first stanza and the shape of the
finished poem. Limiting the size of the paper offers me a form
into which I must pour the materials of the poem.  The end
forces precision. The physical limitation of the page, which
completes the first stanza of the poem, is my form.
(Form, as I understand it, is
an arbitrary boundary across which one cannot pass.  It contains
the mind and channels it in instructive and, paradoxically,
liberating ways.  In another poem of mine, All the Wind Points
East, I used the limitation of the sticky pad, wanting to produce
short, image-driven poems, all of which had to fill the space of
one yellow square.  When I decided to use an entire sheet of
paper for the construction of Implicit Lyrics, it was a decision of
SPACE and, consequently, how much the poems would ask of
me, how much they were willing to bear.)
The second stanza is created
by using the other half of the page, but this time beginning down
the page and stopping when the stanza’s length is centered in
relation to the first page—a process that creates a second stanza
of roughly three-quarters length of the first. The first stanza’s
only limitation is the page’s end, while the second stanza is
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always in relation to the first.

After I have written the poem
on the folded paper, two stanzas, I then transcribe them.  The
stanzas are reassembled as two prose-like blocks.  The capitals
record the phantom of the initial line breaks.   The ghost of
the first form changes the rhythm of the poem by making the
line breaks palpable only as they disrupt the eye’s movement,
not with blank space, where the eye indulges its wanderlust,
but with the acute, physical sting of the capital.  The resulting
music is like the occasional meeting of two tones to create a
third: the sound is an audible trace of the dissonance and
harmony of the poem’s making. The breaking of the first form
disrupts the integrity of the first act of creation and makes
something new of it.  The capitals are like scars in this process
of forced transformation.  Implicit Lyrics traces its own creation,
the stilted rhythm, a memory of its making—as ancient Greek
architecture records its own petrification.
The resulting shape, two
solid blocks of justified text, the first larger than the other, is
a visual rhyme with classical couplets. I first thought of the
idea for Implicit Lyrics while reading Catullus, Propertius, and,
especially, Ovid.   I think of couplets as a physical symbol of
attachment and struggle—two lines, unequally embracing, in
a conflict in which there can be no resolution. Because the
physical characteristics of the couplet are difficult to feel now,
the couplet being utilized for a great many purposes besides
their physical appearance, and because I wanted a sense of
density that the couplet has lost, I decided to create two blocks
of text that interact with each other in many of the same ways
as the couplet.
The lyric “voice” of the poem
owes its texture to the use of language as material, like concrete
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or brick.  Implicit Lyrics are formulated, partly, from sentences
I have previously noted down.  Sentences created at the work
site are written in an attempt to approach the implicit subject
rather than the narrative.  The inevitable return to banality is
part of the staging.
Which brings me to the
subject matter.  Broadly speaking, Implicit Lyrics are love letters
to reality, an erotic metaphysics.
Implicit Lyrics, Book One,
parts of which you are about to read, is mostly concerned with
desire, eroticism being the basic constituent of relation.  The
epigram to the entire series is this quote from the Tibetan Book of
the Dead: “At my heart, a vajra HUM syllable shines surrounded
by the turning hundred letters.”
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Four.
Let’s go you and I on a word hunt.  Forget what I said about
extended wings. My heart was in the fireplace. If there’s really
nothing then what’s burning?   One night I fell in the ocean.  
The jellyfish Gathered like used condoms. All about Me I
felt the salt lick of maturity.  Even cows have unclear days and
stumble Disturbing swollen udders. The milk of it Terrifies me.
I’m not used to swimming In place.  Sea cucumbers are red as
guts.  If I can’t hold your hand, I’ll eat Seaweed.  I can imagine
that just fine. There’s an amniotic sack in every bite. I saw you
at the shoreline playing Easy with the wind like a deodorant
commercial.  We had such high hopes, didn’t we?  I don’t like
the way This is sea sick.  Throw me a line.
The couplet is the best way to suggest Copulation.  Lascivious
rhymes landed Ovid on the Black Sea where his toes conducted
a symphony of lacerations.  Maybe I’m not sinking in the mud
Up to my eyebrows.  I’d like to think I can fuck better than that.  
Every woman knows free verse feels better.   But you?  What
forlorn tastes masturbates Your aesthetics?  I haven’t forgotten
your rain of long hair or the antediluvian Abundance of ovaries
under your eyelids.  You think shadows can speak?  You keep
Talking about results, but I’m Out here all alone, drowning.
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If words do not suffice, blows Must follow. The intelligentsia
told Me they had you like a fable.  They reasoned you down
to a pea And pasted you into the sweet pentameter Of manila
folders. Wolves suckled on blood Until the Romans came.
Many people Still live in vomitoriums, you bet.  I was sick as
a horsefly to see you Animated and horny as a leper. Can’t you
foresee the dangling Syntax of your legs in the evening Swerve?  
I suppose I should be grateful. You are the android of my floral
Arrangement. Just please put the gun Down. Such invisibility
is beneath Us.  If you want me dead, just say so. Bleach will take
me out for a soaking.  You distrust my complete sentences.  I
understand. Remember how often I held you.
Drama is bad for the nerves Like newspapers and horseradish.
Excitement is the addiction life Gives you when you’re born.
Put some Baby’s breath in that, would you?  Violets and roses
and tulips.  If I had anything worth telling You I’d pull a face
out of the deck.  I’m sorry about the way neutrinos Ignore you.  
There’s nothing that can Be done with dark matter.  Live With
it like lice and handshakes.   I had such a terrible time Trying
to roll with the punches But you’re a pretty pugilist And worth
every eye bleed.  Let’s call it a drawing.
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Lately I’ve been feeling like a bad Translation which like glass
explodes In the furnace. I envy the efficiency Of apple cores
and the intelligent Design of carrots, God’s perfect dildo. If I
were not me I’d be Nebraska.  I need space.  Poetry they say is
compact As blush. Glamour to me is a face wash. I wear my
ugliness like a pill and I fully Expect the guiding light of retreat.  
Yet with every step backward I keep You like a stationary orbit.  
It is What it is. Glorified agoraphobia Is not my goal, but I fear
like a Child the open door.  Can you understand The velocity of
sudden ambivalence? Don’t answer now—think about it. I’ll be
in the garden planting tomorrow’s Logic.  
When I’m crass the earth is my friend.  Soil shuts up itself like a
gothic mistress. Sometimes it helps to think of nudity. Abstracts
of sex is better than the process of apology.  I have commons
enough For a conference on splinters.  Leaving it To itself I can
think of budding groves But natural fecundity doesn’t shave my
Solitude.  You often say that I have Little capacity to love.  I am
a salt Shaker. I was an aristocrat once with grand Designs for
leisure.  I wish you could have seen my biceps.  What do you say
To the wooden man I’ve become?  Push me over to you.  Tell
me I can move.
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I fell in love with the archetype Of your desert when you were
as fashionable As immigration. Abundance is the Survival of
the overlooked a kind of Malthusian miscalculation.   Hold
My Unseen hand and make a fragrance Which we can sell for
a rental agency.   Just because I’m a poet doesn’t mean I love
poverty.  You mistake my head Shake, sir.  The progress of the
animals Is marked by crude behavior in public Places which is
why I need to kiss your mall.  It was a terrible night.  The clouds
busied themselves on the flute. You say I’m always in some
process Of leaving you.  I have the feet of Elves when I pander
to the wall spaces.  I wish you could see the statues I Erect for
my presence.  How can I Make it up to you?
Believe me I have a problem With your eyes.  The overheated
Earth boiled in its own soup Until life became the crucible of
solar shock. You think you’re the only Graviton? I feel it in
my toes.   No one expects simplicity anymore.   I’d rather die
than ask to kiss you. My heart is the most intelligent Animal
in my body. Feigning sleep It’s always in love and scratching At
fleas. I’d like to show you a great Cliché of yourself. I’d like to
Rumble in the depths of the earth. I never could butterfly your
zipper.  It’s the sorrow of causes that continually Buries us.  See
how I always say sorry?  
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P(r)etty Sonnets

“The uselessness of words about this case
    Is obvious”
		
—Laura Riding
		
lunch upon us
would you let me
eat you up
salt and pepper
every part says
they toyota
says i tomato
what bright cardinal
i’d take its picture
eat it up
my camera’s
still inside
be in the day
long enough
to hunger
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night’s a mouthful
gobs i swallowed
dear darkling throat
now all coated
i threw it up
too much
cleaving me
black angels music
plucking guts
gust of us
carried marching
revised the night
inside my mouth
it gouged me out
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bag a word
to hold things
in this country
is a word for
automobile
along the avenue
poem does not
drive forward
only sometimes
it does in a body
parades a mixed
weather pattern
accumulated fronts
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fudgesicle is atavistic
i cannot eat this flavored
fun quite completely
but it is necessary
to press in the direction
where ice cream melts
come on chocolate
sing me a song
fudgesicle is the one
i bury my heart in
the one i lay
my sweetheart in
if an illusion
which is dark
with goo for me
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what else . . .
the audience greeted the soloists
with unbridled enthusiasm
so did they the crusade
against unbelievers and infidels, but harder to explain
are the dozen or so imposters
posing as president of the union
in the hammocks tethered to trees outside the
parliamentary building
harder still, the barrels of caviar
on every frequency the national anthem
the civilization of expanding comprehension
sighs, rolls up its sleeves
reluctantly, insurgents kiss it goodbye, say goodbye by
candlelight
the point of it all is that no one was asking for better future
just a little bit more
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handwriting
i turn into a door
spirited herb
garden i’m up
to kiss tomato
rain coda
canyon yard
rodeo eye
disturbances
lick last bitters
finally pasolini
out of bed feeding
imitation sparrow
sentences drain
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alkaseltzer summer months
all the old accord
eventually strips me
thank you mails thank you males
sensation statute
croon in azure
watched after
so what ocean
is again
i write a lake
into my mouth
keep coming
siroccos keep coming
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atomized margin
drip of glass
stone wall reduction
heather heather
that obscure object
of the flicker
all your hair
chopped off
the more i moor
oh well gang
fancies meeting
hedgerow harangue
take off your top
over-curry me to brink
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metropolis policy
coat rack contrition
what i give up
to love approximate
numbing nation
takes the skin off
bartered ago i go
for and by the certain
tomorrow’s party gear
either paradise
gelatin or oxygen mold
of a breathed thought
invites itself inside
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from

C o n v e r s at i o n s
Over Stolen Food

Conversation 17
5:20 p.m. Monday, January 16
Union Square W.F. (a natural foods store)
A: Thanks for this rooibos. That tea clerk’s such a sassy one:
the southern accent, lots of jokey comments. Once she tried to
charge me for hot water and when I said For real? she said For
unreal.
J: I don’t even have to ask any more. When I come to the front
of the line she smiles and says, Two hot waters? She knows we
carry our own bags. I’m I’m glad I got an avocado downstairs.
You looked pretty hungry.
A: Thanks for half, also for the salmon. It was senseless to think
I’d just eat a bagel. If you’ve noticed, investors are here on a
tour. They’ve got ear-pieces and . . .
J: One’s wearing a badge. Actually all of them are wearing
Microsoft badges. I wouldn’t be surprised if W.F. has some
Microsoft connection.
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A: What could they be listening to?
J: It might be a speech about how this café is climate-controlled,
and how the juice bar offers twenty fresh juices and smoothies.
A: Do you think this speech always hovers in the air? Do you
simply have to carry an appropriate transmitting device to
hear it? Or was it beamed specifically for today’s event? In
certain museums, for example, there’s continuous sound that’s
apprehensible with the right tool. You bring the tool into the
gallery space and hear about a specific painting.
J: That’s how it works?
A: If you step away you won’t hear the description. It’s a . . .
J: The head-phones pick up signals?
A: Yes.
J: I had no idea.
A: Sound is being . . . sound waves are continuously transmitted
through the air in whatever form. Even those of us who cheap
out on audio-guides, we ourselves transmit . . .
J: I’m sure they influence us. When I was showing Amanda the
museums (we went to P.S. 1 and MOMA the same afternoon) I
felt like I’d inhaled knowledge.
A: I just felt that way watching a girl stretch so her belly popped
out. Seeing an abdomen get flexible: it put me back in touch
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with The Word.
J: We’ve seen many abdomens here.
A: It’s it’s true. [Pause] I’m kind of overwhelmed. I’m leaving tomorrow.   I’m carrying an old computer around by hand
which . . .
J: Yeah, you fear you’ll forget it since you never carry a laptop.
A: Right. And as I’m sure you know, carrying something in one
hand but nothing in the other can screw up your back.
J: I hope you don’t have chiropractic problems in Milwaukee.
A: I’m not prepared to go.
J: Is the pull-out bed in your mother’s office comfortable, or do
you think it will only cause further chiropractic problems?
A: I can stay on that bed indefinitely. The bed’s not an issue.
So so you think I shouldn’t feel guilty about still not having
overwhelming grief ?
J: For your grandmother’s death?
A: It is . . .
J: Um . . .
A: It’s not that I don’t. It’s just the sensation isn’t harmonious
with what I’ve encountered today: telephone calls and things
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like that.
J: Well who knows, once you return to Milwaukee channels may
open up and you may find yourself grieving, but . . .
A: This is what I was thinking when I said that only in
certain galleries do transmitters pick up the the art-historical
information. Maybe at a specific spot I can locate sadness.
J: It’s possible. Though your mother called from France, and
you said she sounded on the verge of tears.
A: She did. But do you find Jon, in having lived so long now away
from home, that it can take a while to restore a connection—an
empathetic connection to who you were and to those still there?
I don’t mean with my family, I mean . . .
J: I remember discussing this topic in our first conversation,
when you mentioned how hard it was to talk at holiday
gatherings.   You said people asked few questions about your
current life.
A: As you were speaking I pictured that Microsoft group
passing [Garbled] school of fish. I loved the flourish. Do you
remember snorkeling briefly in the Martha’s Vineyard Inkwell?
I found nothing more pleasant than an unexpected passage of
of fish. They disappear, and make you think the whole scene
wasn’t worth much until a little time has . . .
J: Either a school of fish or an army of troops: it’s hard to say
what image better characterizes the Microsoft bunch.
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A: Right.
J: They looked hardly distinguishable from one another, the
men and women.
A: I didn’t notice that effect. I saw females look our way. What
a fun lady now.  
J: Yeah the Asian woman wearing a baseball cap with wool flaps
over her ears. New York’s the only city in which I’d wear that
kind of hat. But um, you asked if you should feel guilty for not
having grieved, and I’m reminded of Montaigne, who calls grief
the sensation closest to madness. He mentions that he’s largely
exempt from . . .
A: But you have to consider that this would have been the
protocol for someone of his class at the time. That would have
been the . . .
J: Right.
A: masculine ideal; a Stoic fortitude that enables one to face any
circumstance would’ve been a sign of nobility.
J: Do you, right. Do you think he pretends to embody this
attitude when he says he’s lost two or three children . . .
A: Two or three.
J: implying he doesn’t know the exact figure? Or do you think
he’s being genuine?
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A: I would guess that was genuine. I just don’t see a reason to
use him as our model. I find, and I’ve discussed this with you
in the past, that it seems one of the most important things to
do is recognize and be sad of the mortality of those we care
about (I meant be saddened by). People have often been too
preoccupied to think about this. But we’re in a position where
we can, and so for that reason I find any code of ethics that
automatically denies the value of grief to be, you know, local
to a specific time and place, just as my feelings are local to a
specific time and place. This may be a time for empathy. We
don’t have much else to worry about. Today I read about a man
in some eastern but rural province in China who had to take
his brother on a two-day bus trip because the brother’s near
death from a bone deficiency. Once they arrived at a medical
outpost this guy put his brother in a clinic without plumbing, a
a frigid place. It was all he could afford and reporters asked if he
felt guilty. Now I have no reason to think that man should feel
guilty about . . .
J: He had done what he could.
A: what he did for his brother. But the article made me wonder
if I should be around more to care for everybody (given that I
can, since there aren’t the same material concerns and nothing
else . . .
J: I think you should keep in mind how long you’ve been away
from Milwaukee, building your life elsewhere. Those struck
with grief at your grandmother’s passing dwell . . .
A: Pass, passing, I’m sorry—euphemisms for death freak me
out. Passing through what? It seems . . .
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J: Well passing into nothing.
A: to imply another stage. You usually pass something to a . . .
J: Yeah that’s a good point.
A: or something passes into something else. It’s Christian: life
as passage.
J: Right. Well yeah, I meant pass into nothing.
A: Ok, ok.
J: But think about those struck with grief at at your grandmother’s death, and notice how they all dwell near or within
Milwaukee. And it’s possible that since you live so far away, on
the other side of the Mississippi . . .
A: The same side of the Mississippi, Jonny.
J: Is it the same side of the Mississippi?
A: Yeah.
J: Then the other side of the Appalachians. Such distance gives
you all the all the more reason for detachment, and I’m not sure
the detachment’s unjustified. I I was given news of my grandmother’s death when I was doing a load of laundry in Boston. I
didn’t react with sadness. But I thought that if a . . . that if I’d
learned of a close friend’s death I certainly would have been sad.
Even the thought . . .
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A: Right.
J: of a close friend dying is enough to arrest my movements and
compel me to reflect on . . .
A: It brings forth doubts about what to do next.
J: When I consider a friend’s death I’m launched more firmly
into my own life, but at the same time the fragility of this life
is greatly enhanced. So so it, it produces both a commitment
to what time I have left and a fear that all effort will be
worthless.
A: [Garbled] good place to watch people think? I especially
like watching a person eat and think. Sometimes between
bites there’s not just a, you know, a pause which establishes
the rhythm of digestion; there’s a moment when people move
elsewhere. I find that on the subway people tend to black-out,
or to space-out. But here I sense contemplation.
J: Well the the height lends something of a contemplative air to
the setting. I remember Walser saying that thinkers are attracted
to attic-rooms and to the contemplation a view stimulates.
Earlier today I talked with a woman renting out a basementstudio near Columbia, and once she started describing how how
dark the place is (even at noon) I realized I could never . . .
A: Is that right? I like the subterranean hum of those apartments.
They’re dark, but there’s a sense of potential from the slit
windows.
J: I bet I’d find it hard to wake up. I’d find it unbearable to keep
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lamps on all day.
A: Do you remember Emerson saying about his son, Waldo
I think, that he thought the pain would be unbearable and
permanent . . .
J: Oh yes, this is in “Experience.”
A: but that before long this death was just something from the
past?
J: It’s that grief which gave rise to the essay, right?
A: Yeah I believe so. Well I I thought it was more the enigma
of the loss of grief.
J: Yeah, the grief over the loss . . .
A: That’s . . .
J: Does he come to any reconciliation with his loss of grief ? It’s
been a while since I read that essay.
A: From what I remember he just realizes he’s got to orient
himself towards new experience, permanently, and that it’s
better to live in the mobile doubt of um post-grief existence,
rather than to dwell in the certainty we impose upon ourselves
by assuming one ought to feel a specific way.
J: In other words by the end of the . . .
A: There’s an upbeat ending to it. He says something like Up now
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something, Up now heart, or something. I can’t remember.
J: Do you think he stands for the exhilaration he talks about in
“Circles” where he . . .
A: Yeah.
J: describes our lives as as an, as an ever-broadening series of
circles in which previous truths and sentiments are triumphed
over by new truths, new sentiments?
A: Yes. There’s a sense of upbeat resolve which [Cough] very
idea.
J: Right. Which which means you shouldn’t find it unnatural
not to be dwelling on your grandmother’s death.
A: Ever since I started meditating a lot I’ve come to have little
um inner experience. But often I can respond to social situations and the emotions they bring about, or channel the roles
that they require. So I’ll, I’m assuming at a funeral I can feel
grief and cry. But I can’t any longer, as I’ve been saying, force
myself into sadness or force myself into reflecting on people
who aren’t . . .
J: But if you were to force yourself into sadness it wouldn’t be
sadness.
A: It would be a different form of sadness I guess, one closely
aligned to self-absorption or I don’t know what you’d say—not
not narcissism but . . . I’m blanking. [Pause] Do you think we’ll
be able to get over these reflections before tonight’s reading?
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Or could they lead to a deeper engagement with friends? Is
Stephen joining us? Is Brian coming?
J: I spent last night at Brian’s place in Park Slope and and he is
planning to come. We talked about the reading. He went online and saw there’s a third writer joining Maggie and Wayne.
Stephen called and said he’d try to make it, but he’s doubtful
he’ll be able to since he’s meeting friends from Los Angeles
and then later his brother. He’s hesitant to combine so many
activities into a single day, which I can understand. I’ve been
combining too many activities and am totally chaotic.
A: Today’s been too much for me. I always combine many
activities into a single day, but I believe I’ve reached the
saturation point as . . .
J: For over an hour I was given the um run-around by a realestate agent who hid the fact that the apartment she’d talked
about in such glowing terms was a project between Avenue D—
was a project on 6th St. between Avenue D and the F.D.R.
A: The only time I went to Avenue D I watched a soccer match
between high-school kids. One team looked obviously Serbian.
The other was Jamaican or at least Caribbean. Have I explained
this game and what . . .
J: No.
A: One of the best players from the Jamaican team was punched
in the back of his head during a throw-in, and ended up having
seizures in in a zombie-like state on the field face-down. Families
ran out and wanted to fight. Somehow the ref broke it up and
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the game resumed but I’ve since had bad vibes about Avenue D.
Though also I guess that same day I talked with a man fishing.
He said the East River’s really a channel between portions of
the ocean and hasn’t been this clean in a hundred years. This
was before the Bush administration. He pulled a skate from the
water and showed it to me.
J: I’ll see some some men with poles and buckets and occasionally
ponchos by the river, and I’m always shocked they eat the fish
they catch. I can’t imagine those those fish prepared and eaten.
Can you?
A: Not now.
J: But yeah if you look at the East River: the currents flow more
swiftly than in any other river. That’s how you can tell it’s an
inlet.
A: Right. Though I think people would . . . people used to swim
in it?
J: That’s what I hear. When um, when many Hassids lived in the
neighborhood . . .
A: They swam?
J: Alex has mentioned how the Hassids would turn certain
stretches of of of, cer, how Hassids would turn certain banks
into improvised beaches.
A: Do do you know what they’d wear? And would men and
women swim at the same time?
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J: I don’t know much but it’s a topic worth researching.
A: It’s . . .
J: It’s funny: ever since reading certain philosophers (mainly
Diogenes and Wittgenstein) all metaphysical problems have
been dissolved, so the problems I find significant are given to
me by life in the city, such as How did the Hassids swim in the
East River? Would they set up barbecue pits and spend whole
days down down there? Did any swim across to Brooklyn?
A: I I read today that of the Askanzi Jews, you know Northern
and Eastern European Jews, forty-percent derive from four
women. The genetic data has been traced. I guess, had the
Holocaust not happened, that would mean that from just
four women emerged ten to twenty million people. This was
about two-thousand years ago. They um, they came with their
husbands who were probably traders (t-r-a-d-e-r-s) to to these
regions. It also seems that when the temple was destroyed, I
think in the first century BC, in Jerusalem, I didn’t know this,
that Jews migrated to Italy, did you know this, as far north as
the Rhine River within four or five hundred years. I was trying
to envision Europe back then.
J: Where’d you find this article?
A: The Times.
J: The Times.
A: I pictured a lot of bears.
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J: Oh I’m sure.
A: And I tried to to imagine what it was like to enter terrain
uncertain if it was bear country. [Silence] Do you find the air
unusually dry here today? I feel a skateboard ramp inside my
right nostril.
J: I’m thinking I may take off long sleeves for the first time
since starting this project.
A: I guess W.F. is the only civic institution generous enough to
crank heat during cold fronts. As you know there’s an oil crisis
this year, a heating-oil crisis. But for the moment I sense the
temperature I’m used to indoors, unlike on the subway which
was freezing.
J: Take taking the F train to Park Slope last night was rough. I
couldn’t get my scarf wrapped tightly around my neck and down
tunnels blew . . .
A: Do you know this this song? I hate to interrupt but this is,
this is one of my—this is my all-time favorite song on the W.F.
soundtrack.
J: What song is . . .
A: I’ll . . .
J: I can’t recognize it.
A: I’ll have to sing it at some point for us both. The chorus is
something like: “Don’t deserve this cool.” [Pause] “I’m so into
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you . . . Don’t deserve this cool.” You don’t know it? Ok.
J: I I I can I can almost recognize the the rhythm but the lyrics
to me are unidentifiable.
A: Part of what I enjoy is that it’s an impenetrable song. Most
pop songs are so obvious [Cough] people who tuck their pants
in boots: a look I’ve never understood and . . .
J: Right.
A: I’ve seen a lot of it today.
J: Yeah. I remember you once said it makes you sad.
A: Is that right?
J: Yes. And I was happy to hear Amanda laugh at the boots in a
store where we stopped so I could pull out my sweater.
A: She also found them silly?
J: She called them a a passing fashion and remarked how
people, how when people look back at photographs they’ll get
embarrassed.
A: Do you find that resistance to fashion trends dissipates
once you live in New York long enough? I, that . . . my hostility
toward that boot trend is aesthetic, not ethical. It’s not that I’m
opposed to fashions.
J: You are wearing a brightly colored scarf these days. When I
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spotted you walking down Warren earlier it was thanks to that
bright scarf.
A: Well I—since most of my clothes are hand-me-downs I’m
as flamboyant as possible with what I choose. I don’t know if
you’ve noticed my vivid gloves.
J: Yes, where did you find those?
A: 99¢ Store on Manhattan Ave.
J: Do they only carry the purple color?
A: They had neutral tones as well. My sister Katie finds the
purple repulsive and Kristin says it’s “hideous.” But I’m trying
to add a little flair.
J: [Garbled] of this girl I knew who traveled to India with her
mother. She came back to the states and made a similar vow to
dress . . .
A: The scarf, I don’t know if I told you, comes from an old
roommate of mine—a guy who grossed me out. Lots of um, lots
of acne around his lips. A lot of people get acne around their
mouths. It could be cold sores. You’re never really certain.
J: Have you washed the scarf ?
A: I have but I wore it many times before washing it. At first
I’d wear it on the coldest days, wanting to kill germs with frigid
temperatures. I don’t know if that worked or not; I’m very
confused about the the durability of . . .
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J: I think germs die as as quickly as sperm once exposed to . . .
A: But do you, we’ve talked about this. Would you for example
be willing, given that idea, to use the pillowcase of someone
who’d had a bad cold the night before? Doesn’t that sound
scary?
J: It sounds . . .
A: And why would we wash dishes? Why not just establish a fifteen-second interval between their use? Is there something that
allows germs to sustain themselves a while? Can they be . . .
J: I think heat keeps germs alive and active. If um it was a . . . if a
very cold night had passed between the person using the pillowcase and me using the pillowcase I’d try to comfort myself with
reason. It would be hard—but I’d think about how Montaigne
would use the pillowcase.
A: Didn’t Montaigne hate his handkerchief more than anything?
Didn’t he think it was crazy to not throw it away (the snot I
mean)?
J: Right. But but custom had normalized the handkerchief.
A friend of his pointed out the absurdity of carrying around
excrement all day in finely-prepared linen. Montaigne was struck
by the keenness of this observation and started to question
customs more and more. So it was the unexamined practice of
using a handkerchief, and and not the potential dangers of the
snot that Montaigne reacted against.
A: Do you find yourself instantly reassured when strangers smile
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at you and quickly pass on? When gay men do this? When they
give a sense . . .
J: Of course the same could be said about . . .
A: It’s it’s almost an ideal form of anonymous social interaction.
I wish I had that connection with others as well, that there was
that um directness, that sense of momentum . . .
J: Which . . .
A: which doesn’t turn the encounter into a vulgar gawk-fest.
J: Glancing at people as you go through the day?
A: Right, I could glance and smile at them: actually make the
connection that our movements first exaggerate then deny. I’m
I’m seeing a lot of puffy jackets today, and I’m always shocked
to find you in one.
J: Yeah. My mom bought it for me last winter. I realize it’s far
too big, but it was the smallest size the store stocked. My mom
said it made her sad to look at the coat I’d been wearing for
years, which was in fact her old winter coat. It had, it had nice
pockets. The zipper started coming off and I . . .
A: I just saw a guy lift a Wired magazine. He’s now pretty
paranoid. Sorry, you can continue. His hands are actually
shaking the pages.
J: Yeah, and out in Santa Fe the puffy coat was fine. Nobody
ever saw me in it. But but here in New York I do become self-
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conscious.
A: [Garbled] bad for you, in how you’re saying your mom felt
bad about the winter coat, if if you don’t try, if it’s unintentional
on your part? My parents have felt bad based on clothes I wear.
But when I’ve set up a situation in order to look ratty they’ve
somehow known and not helped out. Have you had a similar
experience?
J: For a while as a teenager I tried to look dishevelled and my
mom didn’t care. But years later (when I’d visit on holidays in
her old winter coat) she’d turn sad. I thought it was fine, even
though the the collar had sweat stains and the pockets were
dirty.
A: Right. I have many clothes I only wear when people won’t
see me, or when attractive people my age can’t see me at least.
That seems to be the standard I use. [Pause] I wonder what this
custodian thinks of us. She’s swept below our feet every day at
W.F., always making eye-contact, curious . . .
J: That’s right.
A: definitely recognizing our presence—smiling at times; at
times there’s been a scowl.
J: And here she is sweeping under the table right now. Good
evening. Thank you.
A: Thanks.
J: That was a warm and friendly smile she she gave us. I don’t
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think there’s any bad blood.
A: Yeah I would agree. I would agree.
J: The scowl you’ve noticed could be the consequence of a
language barrier. I can imagine myself visiting Berlin for example,
and having daily encounters with Germans, and looking away
puzzled if I saw them, if I heard them carrying on conversations
in which I couldn’t fully participate.
A: During my two weeks in France in high-school the host
family’s father said he always saw me smiling, and that made
him happy. He said Andy est comme ça (like that), and gave me
a thumbs up. I wasn’t really sure what he meant but over time I
figured it out. Um, so I notice your exhaustion today as well. I
guess you’ve had a day like my regular day. You know I normally
do four to five, I guess five to six hours of work before we talk.
J: Yeah, today I I spent hours talking with people over the phone
about sublets. And since I have no computer in my apartment
I’d call people I know who have computer access—calling my
sister at one point, and Brian later on, to see if they could check
my e-mail. As my sister typed in the password her son, who is
now two months old, started talking, making a vowel sound: O
O O O. That’s a sound he learned last week. She then read a
couple responses to the ad I put on Craig’s List. Both . . .
A: Bed-Stuy?
J: One ad was for Bed-Stuy but the girl called it Williamsburg,
and . . .
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A: Right.
J: the other ad was for a neighborhood I’ve never heard of out
near Queens College, which I’m guessing is far from . . .
A: Oh that’s extraordinarily far away.
J: Yeah.
A: I think that’s subway and bus.    
J: Ooh.
A: And for the meeting tonight are you confident? The um . . .
J: I feel confident. I think I may be on onto something. Maybe
I’ve located a deal. An older-sounding man named Richard has
a room available on 5th St. between 1st and 2nd (an incredible
location) for just $625 including utilities.
A: The last time I looked for an apartment I got in touch with a
man named Jack, who lived in Brooklyn Heights near . . .
J: What was he . . .
A: Seven-hundred bucks. I got the feeling he was smoking on
the other end of the line, and I liked that. There was a slowness
to his, in his way of speech, a gravelliness in his voice that I
associate with men I knew in the Midwest, who I guess have
had to project masculine presence for decades. Jack was very
patient. I switched our plans a couple times because of all
the high-speed young New Yorkers whose apartments I was
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looking at and I I never even met him. I found a reasonable
room and gave up the search. But I’ve often wondered if Jack’s
was the right way to go; it’ll be good to see if that’s how you
feel about Richard’s place. There was, of course, your fortuitous
connection with a Richard in Boston.
J: And and I did think about him, the man who gave me a
furnished studio-apartment in his building for a decent price.
But I left suddenly at the end of the month, without notice . . .
A: Kind of screwing him over.
J: screwing him over—there’s no question. I’d known him a long
time . . .
A: He was a nice man.
J: having lived off and on in that building for years, but I burned
all bridges joining me to him. I um, I had decided I’d never
move back to Boston and that I was willing to take that risk. I
called from Union Square Park last May explaining I’d moved
out. I’m sure he thought I had called to say I’d be right down
with the rent. (He ran an art restoration and framing shop on the
ground-floor.) But I said “I’m sorry, Richard, I’m calling from
New York. I had to leave suddenly.” And I said it concerned
school. He told me that I’d . . .
A: I don’t know if you’ve noticed but the person across from
us has been eating a a toasted cheese pizza for the entire
conversation: at least forty minutes.
J: Yeah that’s that’s noble.
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A: Please continue. I didn’t mean to cut you off.
J: He told me I’d be in hot water if if I kept acting this way. I’m
not sure exactly what he what he meant, but he kept saying it.
He said If you keep treating people this way you’ll end up in
hot water.
A: There is the question of if accountability exists, or if your
willingness to burn bridges won’t interfere with good luck.
J: Well perhaps Richard would also say “passing” when thinking
about death.
A: It’s possible.
J: I remember you once looked at an older man’s apartment,
around here in fact.
A: Stuyvesant Town, yeah. It was an affordable place: a large
big room, a window, and a strange window into the hall that
somehow wasn’t frightening. I didn’t feel exposed by it. The
only problem was the man claimed his mother died of scentoverdose. He demanded that I was . . . that I be scent-free. He
didn’t want me to use any hair-products or cologne. And when I
told him that I was scent-free in these terms (as you know I get
dizzy putting on deodorant and always buy the least aromatic
of brands) he refused to believe it and kept sniffing the air, with
with his face pinched up . . .
J: Would he, would he . . .
A: like a chipmunk.
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J: Would he get pretty close to your neck when sniffing?
A: He didn’t have to get close. According to him, his his um his
nose could sense it several yards off.
J: Montaigne was exceptionally sensitive to smells.
A: He hated perfume, right?
J: Yes.
A: Muddled his thoughts. But but this man’s name was Nick.
What happened was Nick just wanted me to admit that today
I had a scent on. If I could do that he felt the the integrity of
the situation would allow him to give me the apartment. I told
him we needed to talk about this because I didn’t have a scent
on today, and if he thought so he was probably going to think
so in . . .           
Project Statement

P

ublic performances of introspective practice have
often fused critical and creative discourse, esoteric
and exhibitionistic tendencies. Socrates and Diogenes first
announced many of their most radical propositions from the
Athenian marketplace. Emerson and Thoreau mapped the
most intimate of moods while remaining, as Stanley Cavell
suggests, just barely within their neighbors’ view. And now,
as archivists of evanescent urban experience, as grazers of the
public space (commercial, aural, textual), we present our booklength project in transcribed transgression: Conversations Over
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Stolen Food.

Between December 2005
and January 2006 we recorded forty-five minute conversations
for thirty consecutive days in New York City. Half of them
took place at a Union Square healthfood store. After a liberal
sampling from the bakery cases and deli counters, we would
stake out a table in the crowded café, inconspicuously assemble
a low-tech recording device and resume our cumulative
inquiry concerning fellow consumers (their ingenious saladbar combinations), the streets (as displayed through glamorous
floor-to-ceiling glass) and the major aesthetic, intellectual and
interpersonal issues affecting our lives (terriers in turtlenecks,
David Antin’s subtle story / narrative distinction, the germs we
sensed circulating on each other’s breath).
Other locations included
MOMA, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Metropolitan
Opera House, Central Park, Prospect Park and a Tribeca
parking garage. Over the last year we have transformed this
material into an extended Socratic dialogue—one that takes
what it wants from the verbatim text without any remorse for
disregarding mainstream conventions of organic creation or
avant-garde claims to conceptualist purity.
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stempleman, jordan

The Physical
depending on the doctor, the bouts with night or without
remain solid to the touch or lunge for the flame as a projected
animal giving up legs from what pierced the paw, the eye of
the man from the spinal to the trussed and gathered bind
of an ingrown fold years away from touching the earth, it’s
what some may complain assembled into one hair soon to
be plucked for another unglassy surface to grow, a vested
bloom gone unwanted, according to reflection, we are asked
to describe sensations, “call shapes faces,” skin seems brushed
and irritated by poorly hemmed flags, an eye placed first in
bathwater, followed by detergents meant for polyfabrical cutoffs, is the correct description of burning long after burn, the
rim I thought fit my shadow, where that shadow became, now
pulled away slightly from the heel of left foot, blister for sure,
but more importantly, no visibility to grow back the same
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Buckled
to be tired, to be
reminded to eat,
to have some
for later, when later
comes, to save
what was wanted,
to know how, to
not yet set aside
there for now, there
to have, there to hear
to care for, to hear
to be again, to be
the use again
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Fruitmarket
for Ellen Gallagher

who takes part to guess deeply
as to eliminate what was
the way, not with change
but with changing, again
and again, until the fit
evaluates the condition,
the mind as solved
to avoid the suspicions
from warmth, one then,
from one, kind enough
to change the carrying mind
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Proofs
Gradually, the actual catches to consider, to slightly imagine
that zed replaces in, and a certain story ventures on
into a basic path of favors taken to writing.
The product new, he is his own situation. He seems upon the
whole to his capacity in some complex play or deiced answerless
location. They said to him, the location is unavoidable. A dry
room, materials arcading its gain, wrapped in labels, sealed in
blazon terms.
Days to recount in the been of the world. The textual world
appears dozing. A weeping a working a bookshops life.
Attention, uncounted, things that the watchful lustrum of the
murals so demand.
Rapid speaking, the regard to over time harden. To lead time
in surface, as seen as some be same.
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Contributors
H arold A bramowitz is a writer and teacher from Los
Angeles, author of a chapbook, Three Column Table, from Insert
Press, and of various other works.  Harold co-curates the Late
Night Snack literary cabaret series at BetaLevel in L.A. He
is also co-editing a new literary/experimental press called
Eohippus-Labs.
J osé F elipe A lvergue received his MFA from The School
of Critical Studies at The California Institute of the Arts, and
his BA from the University of California, San Diego. Born in
San Salvador, El Salvador, and raised in the border city of San
Ysidro, José works in his writing to re-image an Avant-Garde
through technology’s dissemination across economies, and those
human, cultural responses in an economic activity incorporated
to technological apparatuses, in what he calls “Mpodernity.”  He
is currently a PhD candidate in English at SUNY Buffalo.
M eg B arboza is a recent graduate of the School of the Art
Institute of Chicago’s MFA in Writing program. She works with
the Powell’s North and Reconstruction Room reading series in
Chicago. A finalist for the 2005 Ruth Lilly fellowship of the
Poetry Foundation, Meg has previously worked with the Poetry
Center of Chicago as a poet-in-residence and volunteer.  She
currently works for Chicago Public Schools.
Ben Lyle Bedard grew up in Maine, studied creative writing
first at the University of Maine at Farmington where he served
as acting director of Alice James Books, and secondly, at Mills
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College where he received his MFA. He is now pursuing his
doctorate at the University at Buffalo. His work has appeared
in BlazeVOX, fhole, and Damn the Caesars, among others.  He has
upcoming work in the magazine Yellow Edenwald Field.
A llison C arter currently lives in Los Angeles, CA. She
works with Palm Press, an independent press located in LA; is
an assistant editor at Black Clock literary magazine; and is the
editor of P. S. Books (the Particle Series: www.particleseries.
blogspot.com).   Her work has recently been included (or is
forthcoming) in: Fence, 5_trope, The Big Ugly Review, 3rd Bed,
Horse Less Review, Artizen, and 400 Words.   
J on C otner studies improvisation and performance in Greek
philosophy, ethnopoetics, and 21st/22nd century poetry at SUNY
Buffalo. Excerpts from his book-length collaboration with
Andy Fitch, Conversations Over Stolen Food, have appeared (or
are forthcoming) in Books and Tapes, W, and on UbuWeb.
E lizabeth C ross currently teaches at the School of the
Art Institute of Chicago. Publications include the upcoming
Gertrude Stein Award for Innovative Writers Anthology, Chicago
Review, and Denver Quarterly.
D avid D riscoll lives and writes in Chicago.   His recent
fiction has appeared in literary magazines including Inkwell,
Backwards City Review, and Main Street Rag.  He is currently at
work on a novel.
A ndy F itch is a graduate student at the CUNY Graduate
Center, where he is currently working on his doctoral thesis
“Poststructuralism and Pop Lyricism: From Barthes to
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Brainard and Back Again.” Excerpts from his book-length
collaboration with Jon Cotner, Conversations Over Stolen Food,
have appeared (or are forthcoming) in Books and Tapes, W, and
on UbuWeb.
S usanne H all recently returned to Los Angeles after an
autumn spent as the Abbott Fellow in SUNY Buffalo’s Poetry
Collection.   Her current works in progress are a dissertation
on 1960s U.S. poetry and politics and a work of fiction entitled
Sweet Tobacco.  Her most recent publishing gambit can be found
online at <quietpirate.com> and scattered around Los Angeles.
A nthony H awley is the author of The Concerto Form
(Shearsman Books,  2006) and three chapbooks of poetry.  His
work has recently appeared or is forthcoming in web Conjunctions,
The Tiny, 26, and Verse.   He currently teaches poetry at the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
L aura J aramillo lives in Philadelphia and is completing a
Masters in Creative Writing at Temple University.   Her work
has appeared or is forthcoming in Pocket Myths: The Odyssey,
The Bard Papers, The Bard College Journal of the Moving Image, xconnect, and Forge.
C rane G iamo is a graduate student at SUNY Buffalo.
P hilip M etres is a poet and a translator whose work has
appeared in numerous journals and in Best American Poetry
(2002).  His books include Instants (2006), Primer for Non-Native
Speakers (2004), Catalogue of Comedic Novelties: Selected Poems of
Lev Rubinstein (2004), and A Kindred Orphanhood: Selected Poems
of Sergey Gandlevsky (2003).  Forthcoming is Behind the Lines: War
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Resistance Poetry on the American Homefront, Since 1941 (University
of Iowa Press, 2007).  He teaches literature and creative writing
at John Carroll University in Cleveland, Ohio.  If it weren’t for
Ellis Island, his name would be Abourjaili. Check out <www.
philipmetres.com> for more information.
M ichael R obbins is a doctoral student in the English
Department at the University of Chicago and a contributing
editor of  Chicago Review.  His poems have appeared in LIT, La
Petite Zine, Columbia Poetry Review, can we have our ball back?, and
Court Green.
Siobhán S carry ’ s work has appeared or is forthcoming in
jubilat, Greensboro Review, Mid-American Review, Five Fingers
Review, and Sentence, among other journals.  Her prose poems
won Editors’ Choice in Mid-American Review’s Fineline
Competition in 2003, 2004, and 2005. She holds an MFA from
the University of Montana and is currently pursuing a PhD in
Literature at SUNY Buffalo, teaching as a poet-in-the-schools,
and completing her first book of poetry.
J ordan S templeman is the author of Their Fields (Moria,
2005) and What’s the Matter (Otoliths, 2007). He lives in Iowa
City with his wife and daughter.
M ichelle T aransky ’ s poems appear in Drunken Boat, La
Petite Zine, can we have our ball back?, 88, foursquare, and The City
Visible: Chicago Poetry for the New Century (Cracked Slab 2007).  
This summer she is completing a residency at the Wave Books
Poetry Farm.  
R ichard T aransky is a graduate of The Cooper Union and
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an Architecture Fellow of the American Academy in Rome.
Taransky is currently on faculty at the University of the Arts
in Philadelphia, where his firm DIAGRAM/Richard Taransky
Studio is located.  The images in this issue are from the project
Ghost Town which can be viewed at <www.richardtaransky.
com>.
M athew T immons is currently Guest Editor of Trepan vol.
5 and Trepan vol. 6 <http://trepan.org>, is co-editor of Insert
Press, and co-hosts and co-produces the internet radio show
LA-Lit <http://la-lit.com>. His writings have appeared or are
scheduled to appear in Manufactured Inspiration (exhibition
catalog), Critical Studies, The New Yipes Readers and Greetings.  He
is the Program Coordinator of CalArts MFA Writing Program,
and is an adjunct professor for CalArts School of Critical
Studies.
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To order
Please note with order which volume you’d like.
Send $12/copy (includes shipping) to:
P-Queue
c/o Andrew Rippeon
306 Clemens Hall
English Department
SUNY Buffalo
Buffalo, NY 14260
Back issues
* Issues of Vol. I are in stock.
* Printer’s error copies (the type is faint) of Vol. 2 are available
free with any order (perfect copies of Vol. 2 sold out).
* Vol. 3 is sold out.  
Submissions
P-Queue is published annually, and accepts work year-round.  
See website for editorial guidelines and deadlines, but as a
general rule, manuscripts must be received by December to
make the following summer release.
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Website
You can find us in two locations on the web. Please visit
<www.pqueue.blogspot.com> for lists of past contributors,
updates on our current publication status and journal release
dates, editorial guidelines, and to read about other projects
carried out under the imprint of P-Queue.
You can also link to us via the Electronic Poetry Center at:
http://epc.buffalo.edu
From there, select “@Buffalo,” then go to “Current Student
Publications and Projects.”
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